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THC SCRVflflT'S PATH 111flDM Of RWECTI0H
Servant of Christ, stand fast amid the scorn
Of men who little know or love thy Lord;
Turn not aside from toil; cease not to warn,
Comfort, and teach, Trust Him for thy reward:
A few more moments' suffering and then
Cometh sweet rest from all thy heart's deep pain.

Be not men's servant; think what costly price
Was paid that thou mayest His own bondsman be,
Whose service perfect freedom is. Let this
Hold fast thy heart. Its claims is great to thee;
None should thy soul enthrall to whom 'tis given
To serve on earth, with liberty of Heaven.

For grace pray much, for much thou needest grace;
If men thy work deride, what can they more?
Christ's weary foot thy path on earth doth trace;
If thorns wound thee, they pierced Him before;
Press on, look up, though clouds may gather round;
Thy place of service He makes hallowed ground.

All His are thine to serve; Christ's brethren here
Are needing aid; in them thou servest Him.
The. least of all is still His member dear;
The weakest cost His life-Blood to redeem.
Yield to no "Party" what He rightly claims,
Who on His heart bears all His people's names.

Have friends forsaken thee, and cast thy name
Out as a worthless thing? Take courage then;
Go, tell thy Master; for they did the same
To Him, who once in patience toiled for them;
Yet He was perfect in all service here;
Thou often hast failed; This maketh Him more
dear.

Be wise, be watchful. Wily men surround
Thy path. Be careful, for they seek with care
To trip thee up. See that no plea is found
In thee thy Master to reproach. The snare
They set for thee will then themselves inclose,
And God His righteous judgment thus disclose.

Self vindication shun; if in the right
What gainest thou by taking from God's hand,
Thy cause? If wrong, what dost thou but invite
Satan himself thy friend in need to stand?
Leave all with God. If right, He'll prove thee so;
If not, He'll pardon; therefore to Him go.

Cleave to the poor, Christ's image in them is;
Count it great honor if they love thee well;
Naught can repay thee after losing this
Though with the wise and wealthy thou should'st
dwell, Thy Master oftentimes would pass thy door
To hold communion ivith His much-loved poor.

"The time is short"; seek little here below;
Earth's goods would cumber and drag thee down.
Let daily food suffice; care not to know
Thought for to-morrow; it may never come;
Thou canst not perish, for thy Lord is nigh,
And His own care will all thy need supply.
—Author Unknown.
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whether to evil or to good. Sanctification
is a term with a positive moral meaning.
.Consecration can logically be thought of
as a human action, while Sanctification is a
An increasing number of inquiries have doctrine or fundamental concept. The aim
condition in the human heart and life
been coming to us, asking our opinion of the work is stated as greater accuracy,
which can only be brought about by the
about certain new books as well as those and use of us-to-date English. We feel that
mighty power of God.
which have previously been advertised. the translators have departed, in a measThere have been serious questions as to ure, from all of these aims. It is as beIf this discussion is thought to be merethe reason for a Brethren in Christ institu- lievers in the Doctrine of Holiness that we ly a matter of no consequence, WHY WAS
tion giving its sanction to some of the ma- criticize this work. It seems apparent to THE CHANGE MADE? None of the proterials merchandised. It has been embaras- us that a consistent attempt has been made fessed aims of the revisers can account for
sing to say the least. Our people expect to weaken this great doctrine in the Bible it. The word SANCTIFICATION is just
their representatives and institutions to be text.
as good English, just as modern, just as
discriminative in their recommendations.
The translators may have been so understandable, as the word Consecration.
That is one, if not the only legitimate pur- brought up, in churches where the doctrine As we have seen, the original Greek gives
pose in the maintenance of a church pubof Holiness was despised, that they did not rm justification for such a change. What is
lishing institution, to guide the reading of
even realize what they were doing. How- there for us to conclude but that there has
its members.
been a positive attempt to weaken the docever that may be, the facts are clear.
trine of Holiness? Such a thing, though
That is not to infer that the institution
The most common word in the New Tes- hard to believe, is not beyond reason, when
should control the reading of the church.
Rather it is the exact opposite—the church tament, naming the fact of Christian Holi- people have hardened their hearts against
should control the literature sponsored by ness, is the Greek word, 'agiadzo which the truth. We have recently seen, out here
its institution. Otherwise she will soon find means "to make holy." Thayer, the Greek in the Indian Country, how professed
scholar, whose great lexicon of the Greek Christian People, translating the Bible inherself floundering.
New Testament has never been superseded to Navajo, in cooperation with the AmeriIt is the purpose of this new feature to
by any other work, (although Moulton and can Bible Society, have been so prejudiced
give guidance to our readers in the intelMilligan have indeed supplemented i t ) , as to deliberately translate the words jusligent selection of the kind of books which
says: 'agiadzo; to make 'agion, render or tify, sanctify, and similar terms, in a way
they should like to read. Your reactions
declare sacred or holy, consecrate. Now to make it seem that they only meant a matand suggestions are always appreciated.
there are seventeen occurences of this word ter of Divine bookkeeping, and had no ref•—Editor
in the New Testament where it uses the erence to a change of heart or life. These
word to describe Christian men and women, people are sincere and earnest workers, we
or refers to them. There are also several believe, but by continual listening to such
The Revised Standard Version:
places where it is used in reference to God. formal, powerless, false doctrine their
Is It Valid?
or to Jesus. The King James translation hearts have become unable to recognize the
renders this word consistently sanctify, or truth, even when it is plainly written in
. - 'Lynn S. Nicholson
sanctification, in sixteen of these cases; and God's Word. One of these friends told us
once holy. The Standard Revised Version,
HE CHRISTIAN world was greatly stirred, on the other hand, uses the term consecrate, that his overseer, one of the leaders of the
a few months ago, when the advertise- or consecration, thirteen times; reverence, American Bible Society, had told him that
ments of this new translation of the New once; sanctify, or sanctification, twice; and the Holiness people all over the United
States were raising a complaint as to the
Testament came to its attention. I think it is holy, once.
way
the Revised Standard Version has been
true that this translation was given a most
The word 'agiasmos is used in reference translated, in regards to the doctrine of
favorable welcome by all branches of the
Church; was received with an open mind. to humans eight times. Thayer says it Holiness. I know personally that that is
In particular, those denominations called means in these cases: "the effect of conse- so, in some Holiness groups, at least.
by the name "Holiness Churches," received cration: sanctification of heart and: life."
In conclusion, let me state: we welcomed
this work gladly, and have helped in the The King James version puts it four times:
holiness, and four times: sanctification. The this new version on the basis of its claims:
sale of it.
to retain the beauty and grandeur of the
However, since the translation has had new version has holiness once, sanctificaKing James Version, while putting it into
tion
twice,
&nd
consecration
five
times.
time to be read, it is only right that our
Perhaps one wonders why the bother modern American language, more underacceptance of this work be revised in the
over
two words. Just this: the common standable by the unlearned and non-Chrislight of what we have found therein.
tian American, who needs to be bruoght to
Before we state our findings, it might be custom today is to talk a lot about con- the Lord. However, when we discovered
secration,
but
to
hold
it
as
a
light
thing,
well to mention, that all the "scholars,"
this doctrinal weakness, we found that we
who did the translation of this volume, When we use the term sanctification, the ,could not conscientiously use it in our minmoral
and
spiritual
significance
is
harder
with the possible exception of one man, are
istry, nor recommend it to others. We slill
faculty members of schools well noted for to get around. In other words, some folks believe it is our duty, and glorious privitend
to
make
much
of
the
word
consecratheir "modernistic" views on the subject of
lege, to "follow peace with all m p n, and
Christian doctrine: Yale, Union, Harvard, tion, in order to quiet their conscience when that Holiness, without which no man shall
Oberlin, Chicago. And this is also appar- it tells them they MUST BE HOLY. Such see the Lord." (even though that verse is
ent: that these are mainly schools which would do well to consider the words of not thus written in the new version.)
sprang from the Calvinistic Churches, be- Thayer again: "Since only what is pare and
without blemish can be devoted and offer"But as He who hath called you is
fore they became modernistic.
ed to God (Lev. 22:20, Deut. 15:21, 17:1,) HOLY, so be ye HOLY in all manner of
However, as we stated before, we be'agiadzo signifies: to purify and a. cleanse conversation."
gan to read this translation with an open
externally, b . to purify by expiation, c. to
mind. Our disappointment has grown, as
Farmington, New Mexico
purify internally by reformation of soul."
we have become better acquainted with the
version.
Consecration of itself has no moral sig"We cannot always say clever things,
The introduction to the Revised Standard nificance, except in relation to whom or to
Version states: (it) contains no changes in what we are consecrating ourselves, but we can always say kind things."
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Editorial
Unity In Diversity

I

our frowning upon the eclectic we become
narrow and dogmatic, selfish and judicious,
unkind and uncharitable. The sad part of
the situation is found when a certain group
get into power and in a position where the
other view-point is barred from presentation before the assembly whether through
its pulpits or its periodicals. These statements do not refer to heteordoxy but to
views where the one interpretation may be
just as orthodox as the other.

F EVERY person in the world thought the
same thing, had the same idea and had
the same outlook in life would there be
such a thing as individuality? It has often
been asserted that there are no two people
identical in every detail. Is it possible for
men to have the same mind in everything?
That the Bible states "Be of one Mind" is
evident. When the apostle Paul speaks
about being of one mind is he advocating
Some people become very uncharitable
individuality of being or of unity in di- and denunciatory in their attitude and it
versity ?
might be that the other side of the issue is
Very recently I attended a meeting of the more nearly in harmony with the truth;; of
ministerial association of Pottstown of Divine revelation and literal interpretation
which I am a member. A very able discus- of the Word of God than that which they
sion of the question of merger of kindred hold. That Ephesians 4 teaches unity of
faiths was ably presented by a minister who faith, spirit and knowledge all will conhas not been in our community very long. cede but it should be known that the pracThe point emphasized was the fact that tice of Charity is a much greater Christian
often our denominational differences are principle and virtue than the theorizing on
not differences of faith but of polity and the doctrines contained therein. Our Lord
that too often the thing which keeps us said "By this shall all men know that ye
apart is neither faith nor polity but men. are my disciples if ye have love one for anMany times preachers of the same denomi- other." Of all the organizations the Church
nation are so different in their attitude to should be a democratic body not a dictathe outside and to other Church bodies that torial one. It can and will be, not by desthe work of Christ is hindered in the com- troying individualism but by having unity
in Diversity.
munity of which they are a part.
Upon one occasion our Lord's beloved
Last year I was interested in reading several articles from the Bulawayo Chronicle disciples became very intolerant. He with
sent to me by my oldest son labouring in S. the other disciples saw some others who
Rhodesia. Bishop H. H. Brubaker of The were not following Jesus casting out devils
Brethren in Christ Mission of S. Rhodesia and doing miracles and forbade him. The
is chairman of the General Missionary Con- Lord's answer to John is very significant:
ference of that country. An outstanding "Forbid him not: for there is no man which
discussion of the Conference held last year shall do a miracle in my name, that can
seemed to be the advisability of every Prot- likely speak evil of me." Likewise the reveestant denomination extending full com- lation of the words of the apostle Paul are
munion privileges to the members of any very enlightening as found in Philippians
other Mission when individual members 1:15-18 where he rejoices whether Christ is
move to areas in which their particular preached in pretence or truth. He emphagroup is not found. I would have appre- sizes in the next chapter, however, the fact
that nothing should be done through strife
ciated hearing the discussion and decision.
or vain glory. He wanted everyone to have
I do not know what was decided. However
the same love, being of one mind. Only
things of this kind cause me to wonder
as we see the other person's view point can
whether we can do things of this kind, have
we have unity in diversity.
the same mind, and still retain our standi ards? Can various religious groups enjoy
This dissertation is not a plea for the
Communion one with the other at the Brethren in Christ to take into its embrace
Lord's table and still retain their family nor to merge with people who do not hold
distinction? Can there be unity in di- the same Confession of Faith but it is an
versity ?
honest plea for each of us to search the reaIt might be questioned as to whether son why people whose faith is so nearly
every individual member of the Brethren in identical that the differences are not as
Christ Church sees things in the same way pronounced as doctrinal differences in our
doctrinally. That they do not is evident own group cannot unite and be one body?
when one listens to various ministers Is it the congregation or the leaders who
preach on such topics as "The Prayer Veil- keep us apart? It is likewise a plea to give
ing," "Non-conformity in Dress," "Christ's questions which may be considered mooted
Prayer in the Garden," "Sanctification" and a fair chance of being presented from every
other soteriological subjects, things pertain- angle. Truth is never found out through
ing to eschatolpgy, the non-resistant doc- the quelching process. Jesus told his optrine, etc., etc. Each preacher and teacher, ponents to search the Scriptures. Brotherly
if he is at all expressive, thinks and main- consideration will lead to greater love and
tains that he is right in his interpretation. In unity.
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I am as convinced as a man can be that
I Cor. 11:4-5 is talking about individuals
pouring shame upon themselves. That the
word "head" in every instance refers to the
organ of the man's or woman's body. Man
pours shame upon himself when he covers
his head and woman pours shame upon
herself when she prays uncovered. I can
read no other interpretation into the Zulu
translation. I can read other ideas into the
English rendering but only by the law of
inference and not according to the reading.
But the one idea which remains is the
thought expressed by Tertullian. "We pray
with bare heads because we blush not," as
he comments on verse four. In connection
with verse five I agree with the Pulpit Commentary when it says "For a woman to do
this in a public assembly was against the
national custom of all ancient communities
and might lead to the gravest misconceptions." But when such a noted scholar as
Adam Clarke takes a different view, or if no
other authority took a different view, would
1 not be uncharitable to attempt to unchristianize people who do not agree with
what I believe to be the real and right interpretation?
This is an age in which we hear much of
a "social gospel." What all is included in
the term may be a question. Great emphasis is placed on the necessity of mixing
with the people. It seems to me that grave
danger awaits the individual who does this
unless he has strong God-given convictions
that there must be an adhering to the New
Testament teaching in daily life and contacts. Surely our Lord ate with publicans
and sinners but He never was contaminated
by the wrong doings of men. I am not too
certain that everything which is done in
the name of Christianity is Christian. Nor
am I too certain that every program of any
denomination is one hundred percent genuine and sincere. I agree with Dr. Charles
G. Finney, the great theologian, that at the
bottom of all life not one hundred percent
sanctified rests selfishness. And who would
like to judge that all of our leaders or
laity are one hundred percent sanctified?
Not for a minute should the reader think
that in an attempt to show the need of
Unity in Diversity is the thought of mixing
with the sins of the people advocated. May
such be far from us at all times.
There are questions which have confronted us and still are before us which are •
admittedly mooted issues: issues which
have two or more sides and each position
may be equally right. Most people have
opinions concerning them but too often
there is the forming of cliques which leads
to rivalry within the church. The trouble
of the Corinthian Church did not die with
the cessation of that body. Many times the
law of coercion is used to make the other
groups line up with the clique in power.
Instead of heeding and following the Apostle's advice "Now walkest thou not charit(Continued on page four)
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Missions
Shall Africa Schools Be
Christian Schools?
Mary C.

Kreider

(As we think and re-think the problems
which arise in the carrying on of our
schools in Africa, with the great amount
of educational work involved, we have
come to so many of the same conclusions,
as has the missionary writer of a report in
the South African Pioneer (organ of the
South African General Missions) for Sept.Oct., 1945, that I feel constrained to send
a part of that report for your thinking. In
addition, it may be worth repeating that Dr.
John R. Mott, when visiting Rhodesia, felt
that missionaries in Rhodesia had unique
opportunities in the field of education
which he earnestly exhorted us to seize and
hold for Christ.
The Report by Mrs. Jakeman of Luampa
Mission, N. Rhodesia,
follows:
"The school work seems to absorb so
much of our time and attention and interest. But I think there is no more fruitful
sphere of works for the Lord, however
much one longs to have more time for other
things. I often think that there is no place
where the command of our dear Lord.
'Feed my lambs', can be so literally and
satisfactorily obeyed. I think too that . . . .
it is . . casting bread on the waters for
much of it may not be found for 'many
days.'
At present, all Missions in N. Rhodesia
are considering and praying for wisdom in
dealing with some far-reaching proposals
by Government re educational work. Thev
are wanting to assume large responsibilities—not only for the financing of the
schools.
There are those who say, "Education is
the work of the Government: let them get
on with it and leave the missionaries free
for more direct spiritual work." Personally, I doubt if there is any work which is
more directly spiritual than school work if
those who do it are living in fellowship
with God and are seeking to bring those
whom they teach to Jesus. I feel that we
should lose boundless opportunities in the
Lord's service if we are willing to "leave
education to the Government." I admit
that results from school work are disappointing: that returns seem small when
measured by the expenditure of time and
strength and money.
But Africa is wanting education. If we
cannot give it to them with the Gospel, the
Government is prepared to give to them
without—and the last state of that man will
be infinitely worse than the first. Furthermore the native thus educated will be superior to religious teaching and will be antagonistic toward the missionaries who

would not give him what he wanted when
he wanted it.
When I think of the thousands in this
land who have been in our schools and
have heard God's Word and memorized
portions of it, and been pointed to the
Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of
the world, I feel that this sowing of the
seed must have results for eternity. The future leaders of the people will be the educated ones: if they are only educated
heathens, what will be the results? and
what, if they are Christians?
Doubtless many Christian parents grieve
because their children have an unspiritual,
if not an actually anti-Christian atmosphere
in school. Is this not largely because educational work has been left so largely in
the hands of godless people? In the matter
of Christian education, it seems to me the
church has failed to grasp its opportunities
in the homelands. Shall that failure be repeated on the Mission fields?"
Matopo Mission, S. Africa

Unity In Diversity
(Continued from page three)
ably" the attitude of 'You agree with me or
you do as I want you to do or I'll have no
confidence in you' is taken. All of us need
to remember that no question is ever settled until it is settled right and the right
may be the opposite of what we think. It
might do us all good to read and reread
Romans 14 and heed its admonitions.
"Happy is he that condemneth not himself
in that thing which he alloweth."
Is it possible that we often line up with
a procedure because in so doing it adds to
our influence and extends our prestige?
And that when we are no longer associated
with the enterprise in an official or family
way it loses its charm and our support?
All or many of the arguments which we
used to advance its cause were not convictions but salesmanship tactics in the hope
that they would add to our reputatio.r and
following? Again I am persuaded that
much which is called Christian is not Christian. Much that is termed evangelism is not
true evangelism. Philanthropic, post-war
programs may be more social than Christian, more political than evangelical, more
adventure than deep rooted God-given conviction.
Our connotations concerning words may
differ greatly. The Scriptural use of a
word and our modern use of the same
word may be entirely opposite. To illustrate take the word "common." It is used
by us in America as referring to the plain,
ordinary person of life, the person who
may lack a distinguishing or conspicious

February 24, 1947
quality as opposed to the so called 'aristocrat' : the unsophisticated as opposed to
the sophisticated. But in the King James
version it no doubt means low, debased, defiled, the outcast or vulgar person.
Again there are some words in present
day use which were not in use when the
King James version or the 1611 version
was translated. Take if you please the
word 'missionary'. The word is not found
in the 1611 English Bible, the translation
which most of us use. The best definition I
have ever heard for the word is that given
by Dr. Arthur Brown when he declared
that "A missionary is God's man, in God's
"place, doing God's work, in God's way, for
God's glory." To which I have added for
my own satisfaction the clause 'to receive
the approbation of God, not necessarily
man.' Webster's College dictionary says
that a missionary or missionaries are:
"Persons sent on a mission; now, esp. one
sent to propagate religion."
In the Brethren in Christ Church, and as
far as I know in other bodies of like nature,
missionaries are groups of brethren and
sisters set apart by the church to propogate the religion of the Lord Jesus Christ,
at home or abroad, under the support of the
Church. No stipened is attached to their
work. The work is controlled by so called
"Mission Boards" and no commercial contract or stipulated salary is guaranteed
them. No compensation is attached to them
should they be injured while in the service of the Church. Theirs is purely and
distinctly a venture of faith. In the broad
sense of the word every Christian is a missionary. You may or may not agree with
this definition or deduction of what a real
missionary is within the Brethren in Christ
Church. May we still have diversity of
thought and be brethren? Can there be
unity in diversity in thinking and still have
one mind bound together by the ties of
love?
While I have not written all that is
in my thinking I must conclude my remarks. This I will do by stating that it is
exceedingly necessary for every individual
to be strictly honest in his convictions, be
certain that they are God-given not man
formed, that they are measured by the standard of God's Word, the Scriptures, that
they are propounded for God's glory and
the advancement of His cause without any
degree of selfishness in them. This can
only be done when the law of love, altruism, longsuffering and forbearance is followed in the things we do. Let the words
cf Paul be our rule of action: "Look not
every one on his own but everyone also on
the things of others. Let nothing be done
through strife or vain glory but in lowliness of mind, let each esteem other better
than themselves." Then all, in the Spirit
of Love and Consideration will be given
opportunity to express their views and we
can and shall have UNITY IN DIVERSITY.
J.A.C.
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Here is a man possessed with an unclean
spirit and the demon uses the man's voice
when he meets Jesus. It is the same today! Demons get stirred up when they
meet Jesus, or one who is filled with the
Spirit. We are so politely wicked, that
we are afraid to say, "He hath a devil."
We prefer to say it is nervousness, or "dementia praecox." But, whether we are
overly smoothe, or violently insane, it is
the same thing—a demon.
When Satan
"entered into Judas," then he had special
wisdom and courage to sell his Lord.
Both Christ and Satan demand recognition. One or the other must be chosen or
rejected. "Ye canot serve God and mammon." Talk about shrewd diplomacy between nations. Nothing can equal the tactics of Satan, when he bids on a soul. He
will apparently yield on this and that; he
will concede here and there, but in the
end he will win out and damn his victim.
Underlying every compromise there is the
subtle whisper, "Let us alone!" Now let us
study more closely why people today are
evasive and undecided.
1. Because they want to have their own
way. They refuse to let church rules, or
domestic standards interfere with their
freedom. They intend to do as they please,
go where they please, and nothing and no
one shall dictate. They grew up with that
thought. This is why children are so destructive and take delight in mutilating
property, especially sacred things. They
are under the tutorship of their great leader—Satan.
2. "Let us alone," that we may acquire
more money.
The laborer cries, give us
higher wages; the merchant cries, give us
higher profits; the landlord cries, give us
higher rents and so on,—all are after a
little more money; even if the family altar
and church attendance are dropped. In
fact everything must bend in favor of the
mighty dollar.
3. "Let us alone" that we may not think
of the shortness of life. Death is an unpleasant thought and it disturbs us in our
onward rush to perdition. Of course we
don't believe in such a place as hell, but
we are compelled to believe in death, for
it is all around us. Be it known then, if
you want our friendship, never refer to
death, hell, or the judgment. "Let us
alone!"
4. "Let us alone" and do not press us
to make a decision. Oh, yes perhaps sometime in the distant future, when we are too
old to dance, gamble, or commit adultery,
then we might consider, but not now. We
may go to church occasionally to see new
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A. Z. Myers
hats, or hear operatic singing, or hear a
twenty minute sermonette, but if the
preacher is in earnest and presses home the
thought of mending our ways, we will not
go back to hear him again, for it makes
us feel dissatisfied with the way we are
living. "Let, us alone!"
5. Occasionally a sinner stops to consider and is led to Christ. We all rejoice
over the new convert. But old Satan says,
" I still have a mortgage on him, for as
long as he has carnality, I have hopes of
getting him." So, this bright convert finds
within him the same ugly thing that caused
him to sin in the first place. One would
think that he would be anxious to get rid
of it. But strange to say, his carnality
draws back and says, "Let me alone!" He
does not press his case for complete deliverance. He hesitates to go after the
sleeping tiger inside. This child of the
devil, (the old man) may pretend to be
dead and for years behave quite nicely, if
we will only "Let him alone." He let David
win many battles, then silently awoke and
down the great king went in disgrace.
Many other great and good men have been
defeated because they did not declare war
to the death on this "Agag" of the soul.
Oh„ precious reader, do not feel secure
until this dangerous snake is put to death
This sly, cruel, deceitful thing that promises to reform and behave, if you will only
"Let, him alone!" He must be cast out bag
and baggage forever.—Cincinnati,
Ohio.

The Life Beyond
John Greenleaf

Whittier

We shape ourselves to joy or fear
Of which the coming life is made,
And fill our future's atmosphere
With sunshine or with shade.
The tissue of the life to be
We weave with colors all our own,
And in the field of destiny
We reap as we have sown.
Still shall the soul around it call
The shadows which it gathered here;
And, painted on the eternal wall,
The past shall reappear.
Think ye the notes of holy song
Oj Milton's tuneful ear have died?
Think ye that Raphael's angel throng
Has vanished from his side?
Oh, no! we live our life again;
Or warmly touched, or coldly dim,
The pictures of the past remain—
Man's works shall follow him.
—Selected.

"It is more blessed to give than to receive" Acts 20:35 b.
Here are words uttered by Jesus not recorded elsewhere. I am very glad that Paul
picked them up somewhere and recorded
them here for our instruction and inspiration. Happy are we if we have tried them
and proved them.
We enjoy receiving; we begin life that
way_ and we continue, often without realizing it or giving it a thought. What would
life be if we were not continually receiving? How small, how narrow, how incomplete even with our best efforts!
But it is not all receiving. It is so planned that we are to have the joy of giving.
It is more joy to give than to receive. Alas,
what joy, what blessing, what enrichment
many miss because of their failure in giving!
The little child receives, but it gives:
gives great joy to its parents. The parents are constantly giving, specially in the
early years, but what joy they find in it.
Lovers are giving and reap joy, though
they may not stop to think of it.
Alas, somehow the selfish way gets the
better of us so often! We get, we want
more; we are thinking of ourselves and
not of others. How narrow and selfish our
lives often become! A little observation
will make this plain. And while you can
see it in the lives of others, do not forget
to look at yourself too.
Face about; if you have not yet learned
the joy of the "more blessed," more happy
way, get busy and ere long you will find
a new source, a living fountain of joy and
blessing. Never mind about the big things.
Just try it out with the little things at
hand, and when you get this joy, this
blessedness, your life will be much more
happy, more useful, and greatly enriched.
Yes, it is true. We give our unquestioned and positive testimony that there is
more joy in giving than in receiving. Of
course we must give what we have; if we
have littles, we give littles and they will
grow. I could write a long story of actual
experiences.
May the joy be yours.
Huntingdon,
Pa.
Everything that is mere form, or mere
habit and custom in Divine things, is to
be dreaded exceedingly. Life, power, reality,—this is what we have to aim after.
Things should not result from without, but
from within.—George Mueller.
The Holy Spirit inspires prayer and burdens Christian people to offer prevailing
prayer.—Selected.
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Doctrine
Nonresistance
Andrew R.

Shelly

C. Because the world needs the witness.
Very frequently minority groups have had
to be the conveyors of truth over difficult
periods. In the Old Testament we think
of the "remnant of God" who stood true
through times when practically everyone
went the way of the world. Indeed, this
has been true even of many aspects of social and medical advance.
I often think of the situation 400 years
ago. The faith of those heroic souls must
have often been tried! They stood almost
alone. What a daring attitude the few
took. They said that heretics should not
be killed. The vast majority said that if a
person differs in religious matters and
passes on an erroneous view, he should be
killed. Felix Manz was killed because he
did not believe in infant baptism. The opposition felt that if infants were not baptized they would be damned, therefore it
would be better to kill the leaders of the
opposing movement than let the teaching
be spread. Now, there were only a few
who taught that God's truth is supreme,
and that differences in religion should be
tolerated—that there ought to be religious
freedom. That day, the minority were
laughed at and ridiculed, hunted down and
killed. The intervening centuries have seen
the stupendous change. Think of it, now
religious liberty is taught at large.
Now, Christian friends I feel that exactly the same thing is true in regard to nonresistance in relation to war. In the year
1946 it is still true that those holding the
view to the end are in a minority. But I
am entirely confident that if the Lord tarries, the time will come when Christians
will abhor war in this sense. The "Roman
Empire" in the form of future nations
might wage war, (in fact, as long as sin
is in the world, there will be some conflict) but Christians will rather go to their
death than participate.
God has entrusted a tremendous message.
It is not our task to condemn anyone differing from us. It is our challenge to
sound forth the music. It has a distinctive tone. This puts a positive emphasis
on our whole nonresistance message.
D. Because of the good we can do. What
tremendous opportunities are open to us!
Humanly speaking we cannot expect a
hundred percent allegiance or consistency.
We must be willing to match the sacrifice
of war for positive, good pursuits. Yes,
we must be willing to go beyond that! I
often fear that we have not demonstrated
that sufficiently. We must state emphatically that we are not nonresistant because

(Concluded)
we feel it is the safer way. We are nonresistant because we feel it is God's Will!
We know there were some who declared
themselves as C. O.'s simply because they
felt it would pay them to do so. But, can
they be classified.as basic C. O.'s?
Nonresistance must be put on the positive level. It is Love in action! What
opportunities there have been during the
War! C. O.'s have been human guinea pigs
lauded by government and medical men,
dairy testers, smoke jumpers fighting forest
fires, fighting disease, Red Cross payment,
(amounting to more than 2 million dollars), and mental hospital work. The last
named is believed by some to be the most
potentially valuable. No one can estimate
the importance in terms of the future of
the treatment of mental disease.
In connection with this statement on why
we believe in nonresistance, we ought to
stress the fact that nonresistance as a way
of life must undergird all our thinking
about nonresistance in regard to war. Are
we putting principle above profit in our
everyday dealings? Are we willing to lose
money rather than sacrifice strictly honest
dealings Are we willing to live the Christian way rather than follow the crowd? In
other words, are we willing to live the
"separated" life in all areas? War is the
final aspect of separation from the world.
Unless we start in other areas our sincerity
in regard to war can be questioned.
What Can We Do?
We close this treatise with a positive
note on what we can do to strengthen our
nonresistance testimony.
A. We can seek to be the best Christian
we can. Any who have not accepted Christ
can do so. The Christian needs to examine
himself. He needs to accept the cleansing
of God. The challenge of Isaiah is valid
today: "Wash you, make you clean; put
away the evil of your doings from before
mine eyes; cease to do evil, learn to do
well; seek judgment . . . Come now and let
us reason together, saith the Lord: though
your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white
as snow; though they be red like crimson,
they shall be as wool."
This is of paramount importance for the
power of God needs clean vessels through
which to flow: "If my people, which are
called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and
turn from their wicked ways; then will I
hear from heaven, and will forgive their
sin, and will heal their land." (II Chron.
7 : 1 4 ) . This Scripture places a tremendous responsibility on the shoulders of
Christians.
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B. We can promote evangelism and missions as never before. We know we have
the answer to sin. It is Christ. We also
know that myriads of people are receptive
to the Gospel. We need to, share Christ as
never before. We need to go, give and pray!
The Bible is being translated into new
languages all the time. Those people,
learning to read for the first time, will
read what they are given. What a challenge
to place the Bible—the Book of Books—
into their hands!
C. We can seek to live the Christian
life in our daily dealings. We can apply
the principles of peace. Do we let the
"white-heat of temper get the best of us?
Can we be patient with those who disturb
us? Can we forgive our neighbour? Can
we be honest even if it looks as though we
will lose some money? Can we, whether
we buy or sell, "do all to the glory of
God." Here we can start.
D. We can stress the Biblical doctrine of
separation. If our first allegiance is really
the Kingdom (Matt. 6:33) in all our ways,
the question of war will not be as difficult. Actually we do not separate ourselves from the world, but we try to live
life according to the eternal principles of
God's Word—and those of the world do
the separating; they live abnormally.
E. We can redouble <our relief efforts.
We can scarcely realize the importance of
our relief testimony. It is Love in Action.
It is Christianity in Action. It is the demonstration of sincerity for all that we
hold. It is our Christian testimony. Think
of it, .the words "In The Name Of Christ"
have been spread to the corners of the
earth.
Our relief effort alleviates suffering. But
it does more: it is a Christian testimony.
And it is a nonresistant Christian testimony. It demonstrates that we are willing
to pay (in money, time, effort) for our
conviction.
In short, then, we can seek to do God's
full Will. Since God is all-powerful and
all-loving, His blessed Will is the best for
our happiness and usefulness. We need
the spirit of Joshua, "As for me and my
house we will serve the Lord." We need
the resolve of Jonathan Edwards:
Resolved: that every man should live to
the glory of God.
Resolved Second: that whether others do
this or not, I will.
We can be "peacemakers'." We can work
for peaceable relations in the home,
church, school, shop and community. We
can work for those relations in our nation
and finally in our world.
Conclusion
Thus, the story is told. Many things
had to be left out. Again let me reiterate
what I stated in a sermon a few weeks ago.
Regardless of present conditions, we are
alive and must go through this world. (It
(Continued on page thirteen)
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Obedience

Contributions
The Holy Kiss
Jacob K.

Bowers

HE authority for observing the holy kiss
as a church doctrine is founded upon
the following Scriptures: Rom. 16:16.
"Salute one another with a holy kiss."
II Cor. 13:12. "Greet one another with a
holy kiss." I Cor. 16:20. "Greet ye one
another with a holy kiss." I Peter 5:14.
"Greet ye one another with a kiss of charity." I Thess. 5:26. Because of these plain
commands our beloved Brotherhood has
accepted the holy kiss as a Bible doctrine.

T

The authority of this command is the
inspiration vested in man. God by the Holy
Ghost spoke through man to man. The
entire Mosaic covenant was based on the
same manner of authority. There is no
command from Genesis to Revelation that
has not come this way, for holy men of
old spoke as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost. Hear Paul's own words: "For I
certify you, Brethren, that the Gospel
preached by one is not after man, for I
received not of man, neither was I taught
it, but by revelation of Jesus Christ." Shall
we now ask by what authority Paul gave
these commands unto the church? It is
strange that man will undertake to impeach the teaching of Revelation in things
wherein sacrifice is required to evade
things somewhat distasteful to their refined
feelings. They set up a claim, it is not
for this time in which we live.
Many churches refuse to accept the holy
kiss as Bible doctrine. While doctrine, in
other words, is foundation they undermine
the church and instead of being an organism built by God they cause it to go over
to modern organizations, departing from
the leadings of the Holy Spirit to worldly
leadership, losing the fellowship as Brethren. How far have the Brethren in Christ
departed? Young people, greet one another, with the holy kiss if you want the
blessing of the Ordinance of the Household of Faith. The world has many
salutations, according to customs and occasions but none so common as the kiss.
A mother greets her new-born babe with a
mother's kiss, such as only mothers can
give. Well do I remember, when a boy of
fifteen years, 63 years ago at the station
at Heilbran, Germany, the embrace and
kiss mother gave me with the charge to be
true to the Faith of our Fathers. While
I never met her in this life it is just as
if i t happened yesterday. It comes to us in
life ere we are conscious of it and lingers
with us through all life's trying scenes.
It endears us to friends in parting and
comforts again in our meetings with a
fullness of emotion which can be felt but
not expressed. The kiss! A token of love
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William
that binds human hearts and souls one to
the other, an endearment of feeling and
sympathy through life's sorrows as well
as joys, conveying by outward act the mutual pledge of inward response of two
hearts beating upon the same chords, the
chord of love.

L.

Rosenberry

"Whether it, be good or whether it be
evil, we will obey the voice of the Lord
our God," Jer. 42:6.

HE text is part of the testimony of a people who had experienced to their sorrow the result of disobedience. They had
pledged themselves to obey God whether
This is the kiss of friendship. The kiss the answer was according to their wishes or
of fellowship means that and much more, not. But by reading further into the chapa sacredness to which the world is strang- ter one will find that the answer given by
er. Jesus said to his disciples: ye are my Gad was not according to their pre deterfriends if ye do whatsoever I command mined plans and the result was that they
you. Fellowship is divine. The spiritual disobeyed God. The price of such disobedimeaning is expressed in the words of P a u l : ence was almost the destruction of the rem"That I might know him in the power of nant of Israel.
the resurrection and the fellowship of his
Disobedience is the source of all misery,
suffering, being made conformable unto sorrow, and disgrace, The fruits of dishis death." Friendship binds but fellow- obedience are numerous—broken homes
ship unites. Friendship springs from love, and hearts, slaves to sin, jails, penitenfellowship is its consummation. Friendship tiaries, insane asylums, etc. It was dissympathizes in loss; fellowship is partaker obedience that caused the children of Isof that loss.
rael to wander in the wilderness forty
The kiss of charity is described in Scrip- years. Disobedience prevented Moses from
ture as the appropriate manner in which enjoying the Land of Canaan. Disobedithe people of Oo& prove the fellowship ence caused King Saul to lose all.
But we find obedience is a virtue which
which is based upon love and that they
are in possession of its cooperative prin- teaches us to readily embrace and diligentciple which has manifold ways of expres- ly put into execution whatever is comsion and demonstrations. But none are more manded us. The strength of obedience defull of meaning than the salutation of the pends on the destruction of self-will and
holy kiss. The attribute "holy" as applied the power of one to execute the penalty for
to it, lends a significance above human disobedience. To illustrate, we find some
friendship or human fellowship. It links children never have and never will obey
it to that which is sacred and divine. It their parents. Furthermore, we find some
imparts to it a union with the eternal love parents cannot execute the penalty for disand fellowship. As a kiss is a binding obedience because the children can talk
pledge in earthly ties so is the holy kiss themselves out of the trouble.
a binding pledge of heavenly ties. If the
Obedience was the chief virtue in the
kiss of Judas was to betray and add insult patriarchs, prophets, and the Apostles.
to injury and showed the depth of iniquity Abraham was called the Friend of God beto which a man may plunge his soul cause of his obedience joined with his faith.
through love of money and earthly gain, Jeremiah was determined to obey God even
the holy kiss is to bind us to Him and to though it meant being put into a well. Danone another.
iel obeyed God in spite of the breath of the
lions in his face. Peter said, "We ought to
It is an outward manifestation of an in- obey God rather than man." It meant many
ward attestation to be faithful to our cove- stripes but he lived what he preached. Jenant with God and one with the other in sus Christ was the very pattern of obedipreserving the fellowship of love built up- ence. All His thoughts, words, and actions
on the suffering of Christ in which was of His life were bent on doing the Father's
established the Christian Brotherhood and Will and obeying His commandments—
Sisterhood. Though we are supported by John 6:38, "Jesus found it a delight to obey
the hope of a glorious resurrection, the God." Do we?
basis of that hope rests on the fellowship
God uses obedience to test our fidelity to
of His suffering. Here is the fulness of
the salutation which is enjoined upon the Him. We can talk about our faithfulness
people of God, a token of binding love but obedience to God is the test of it. If we
the one to the other, a tie that binds in are faithful, careful, and exacting in the
life's conflicts, sorrows, privations, insepa- observance of our duty to God, we will live
rable in life or death, liberty or bonds, the in sttict obedience to Him.
The Lord Jesus made obedience the test
one arid everlasting fellowship with Him
for whom we suffer, with whom we shall of love. It is easy to say how much we love
also reign. Let us then keep the ceremony the Lord, and that we will do anything for
sacred and secure, endeavoring always to Him, but the test of all this is whether we
manifest in the act that purity of feeling obey or keep His commandments— r John
on which the holy greeting rests.—Grater- 14:15. No matter what the commandment
(Continued on page fourteen)
ford, Pa.
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Births
BTTCKWALTEB— On December 23, 1946, a
son, Leon, came to bless the home of Bro. and
br. Lloyd Buckwalter, Howard, Pa.
MEYERS—On December 17th, Judy Elaine
came to bless the home of Bro. and Sr. H Norman Meyers, Greencastle, Pa., R. 1.
MT7SSER—Lois Elaine, a daughter was born
to Bro. and Sr. Alvin Musser of Shippensburg,
Pa., and of the Mowersville Congregation.

Weddings
CARLSON-JACKSON—Bro. Leo O. Carlson
and Mrs. Edna Jackson were united in marriage on February 1st, 1947. Eld. Carl J. Carlson offlciating. May God's richest blessing attend them is our prayer.

Nappanee, Indiana

Announcements
SPECIAL NOTICE
W e wish to call a t t e n t i o n t o t h e M i n u t e s
of General Conference 1946, Recommendat i o n s of E x a m i n i n g Board, p a g e 54, w h e r e
extension of t i m e w a s g r a n t e d till F e b . 1,
1947 for t h e a n s w e r s of t h e N e w Questionn a i r e to be r e t u r n e d t o Bish. M. L. Dohner
C h a i r m a n of E x a m i n i n g Board. He h a s informed me not m a n y h a v e been sent in. W e
wish to kindly s u g g e s t to all who h a v e not
sent in t h e i r Questionnaires t h a t w e would
a p p r e c i a t e h a v i n g t h e m sent in as soon a s
possible.
H e n r y Schneider Sec'y

GENERAL CONFERENCE
TRANSPORTATION
Plans have been tentatively completed
providing Railroad transportation for persons desiring to attend General Conference
at Upland, California from the eastern,
central and midwestern areas of the United
States. Announcements of schedule, _ route
and rates will be sent by mail to bishops
and pastors from the General Conference
Transportation Committee, and further announcement will appear in a later issue of
the Evangelical Visitor.
SCHEDULED TO SAIL
Sisters Leora Yoder and Beulah Arnold
are scheduled to sail from San Francisco,
March 7, on the S. S. Marine Adder to
Madras, India.
The prayers of the Church go with them
as they go to the field of service.

Obituaries
HOUCK—Daniel Ralph Houck, son of Ralph
J. and Anna N. Houck was born in El Paso,
Texas, Apr. 9. 1944, died in Harrisburg, Pa.,
Jan. 23, 1947, aged 2 years, 9 months and 14
days.
He is survived by his parents, his paternal
grandmother, Mrs. Phyllis Houck, Harrisburg,
maternal grandparents, Bro. and Sr. D. Bevinger, Grantham, Pa., great-grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Myles M. Fox, Middletown, Pa.
Brief funeral services were held at the home
iu Harrisburg on Sunday, Jan. 26, at 1:00 p. m..
with further services at 2:00 o'clock in Messiah Bible College Chapel, Grantham. Elder
John L. Minter offlciating, assisted by Bish. C.
N. Hostetter and Eld. Albert H. Engle. Text:
II Sam. 12:23. Interment in Grantham cemetery.
MOOHEY—Bro. Lester Brady Mooney, Shippinsburg, Fa., passed to his eternal reward on
January 23, 1947, at the age of 37 years after
a two years' illness.
He leaves his wife, Sr. Elsie Jane Shumaker
Mooney, and six children, Betty, Richard, Martha, Lloyd, Lester and Caroline, all a t home.
Interment in the Spring Hill Cemetery, Shippensburg, Pa. Funeral in charge of Rev. Avery
Musser.

Perhaps a hazy idea of the meaning of a
billion may be had by the fact that a propeller on a pursuit plane travelling 300
mph would turn a billion times if the plane
could cruise continuously (24 hours a day)
for a year-. A billion dollar bills laid end
to end would encircle the earth four times.
If you made ten trips from New York to
Miami, Florida, you would cover a distance
of nearly a billion inches and one billion
minutes sounds like several months of time,
but it would actually carry you back to the
year A. D. 43.—Construction Digest.
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SUMMER VOLUNTARY SERVICES
Prospects 1947
In previous issues have been articles on
the beginning of the Voluntary Services
Program under the Mennonite Central Committee and an explanation of summer service as special "handles" for the church and
the young people in particular. Although it
is too early to give details, below is the
general outline of possibilities of joint
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ projects
for this coming summer. Announcements of
some individual conferences sponsoring such
will likely be forthcoming from the sponsoring groups.
1. The largest portion of last summer's
workers served in mental hospitals. This
has proved to be a worthy channel because
"of the need behind closed doors. There is
suffering—mental, physical and spiritual.
To these, young Christians can minister.
At the same time it enables them to better
understand all people. It is hoped that there
will be at least one mental hospital unit
east of the Mississippi and another west.
2. Mentally deficient institutions will likely be a new field for summer service units
in 1947. These "children" (who may actually be older than the attendants) respond
to love, little tokens of understanding, and
kindness. General practices in some of
these insitutions are a real challenge to
these who hold that "love never faileth,"
who believe in helping patients rather than
merely having "order."
3. Gulfport, Mississippi which still has a
few CPS men as well as an increasing number of Voluntary Service workers will again
have a summer group of five to ten. They
will live and work with the unit dovetailing
their efforts closely with the religious, recreational and public health work of the
year around group. The unit then will have
the advantage of working with year around
workers of the various fields.
4. Mississippi may also have a Christian
Caravan—a team of about four young people arid a leader who would have headquarters at Gulfport, but would travel giving programs, help with Bible schools and
possibly undertake some repair work with
youth in the local non-Mennonite communities. The latter would be a new type of
service, would require youth with lots of
initative and ability to overcome difficulties
to chart their own path.
5. Although plans have not been completed as to specific places, there will likely
be teams taking part in various parts of
relief and material aid program—clothing,
canning and office work at Akron, Pennsylvania. With the decrease of CPS men
available young people can render a vital
service in this "link" of our total relief
effort in the name of Christ.
Other explorations are being made also—
such as working in a summer camp for
blind. The above outline of five different
types of projects is our goal, but changes
may be necessary. We welcome reactions,
suggestions for further consideration and
your prayers that we may see the leading
of the Holy Spirit in this phase of our
total Mennonite and Brethren in Christ program.
Groups interested in program materials
covering last summer's experiences should
write to Jesse W. Hoover, Nappanee, Ind.
i <i>

<

CPS STATISTICS
A glance at the records for the past year
indicates that the number of men in Mennonite camps has decreased from 3,684 men
on January 1, 1946 to 146 on January 1,
1947. This averages about 300 releases each
month during the year.
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With the Church
On the Foreign Field
A Day From the Diary
The date is Monday, January 20, 1947.
Monday may or may not be "blue"; that
depends upon the Spiritual and mental attitude of the individual, but on the Rhodesian Mission Stations of the Brethren in
Christ Church it is always busy and not infrequently confusingly busy. Are Mondays
really more busy than other days of the
week? Is it the resumption of duties after
a day of comparative rest which causes one
to feel you are more busy?
Now this Monday, January 20, 1947 was
begun with the feeling that the previous
week's work had not been completed. For
had I not been assigned to write this very
article for the Evangelical Visitor and the
date upon which the article was to be in the
mail set for January 15 ? A "hang-over" of
work feeling is not a pleasant one.
Well, the day has begun. A group of lady
workers from Mtshabezi were the first
callers. One of the ladies was making plans
to fit out a donkey cart for veldt use. The
interview begins. "Brother Brubaker, How
many donkeys will it take to pull the c a r t ? "
"I think you will want six." "Shall I buy
them or do you think I should ask Brother
Blank to buy them for m e ? " "I would have
Brother Blank buy them for me if I were
you." "What shall I do about harness?" ' I
suggest you also ask Brother Blank to see
about this." "I need a canvas, Who shall
get this ? I am going to town. Shall I get
i t ? " "Where can they be bought?" "I do
not -object to your buying the canvas." The
sounding of the horn of the Mtshabezi car
by one of the other ladies ends this interview.
Here is Oqand 'emoyeni (not his real
name) and his son, Olandel 'uyise, (again
a ficitious name) to see me. After greetings
are exchanged the following took place.
"Mfundisi, I have come to discuss our matter." "Very well, Olandel 'uyise, you go and
ask Mfundisi Eshelman to come." Oqand
'emoyeni, had early joined the church and
for a time had been a preacher, but as his
name indicates he had grown cold in the
spirit. His son, Olandel 'uyise, again as
his name shows, had followed his father.
The son wished to take the Pastor-Teachers'
Training Course but because of his attitude
toward Spiritual things he was told that
he could not be recommended for the
Course. He was told to improve and prove
himself for a year. He was informed that
he will be given work for a year and if he
shows improvement he will be entered in
the Course in 1948. The father was advised
to instruct his son and to set him a proper
example. The son readily agreed to do as
the Missionaries advised and said that he
would work for a year. We then turned to
the father for his reply. The Oqand 'emoyeni, with his tear-stained face buried in
his hands upon his knees, and with sobs
convulsing his body, confessed he was backslidden in heart, that he was a bad example
to his children, and in disobedience to his
Church vows. He sobbed out this story.
He had one night in a vision seen God. God
had shown him his solemn responsibility in
rearing his sons in the ways of Christ.
"That night," said Oqand 'emoyeni, "I
promised God to so walk before my children that there would be no occasion of offense. But," he continued, "I have failed,
I have failed, I gave assistance to my eldest
son in arranging for a heathen marriage.

My family is lost. My house is being scattered. 0, What can I do? What can I d o ? "
One becomes quiet in the presence of such
heart-searching, tragic scenes. As best we
could we tried to minister to the deep needs
of Oqand 'emoyeni and Olandel 'uyise. With
heavy heart we turned to the next task.
This task is in the form of letter: which
deals with the following questions:—What
shall be done about the young man who
earlier had stated he wished to teach and
accordingly was given a position ? Now he
comes and says his mother has sold some
cattle and so after all he has the money to
pay for further education. He is not sure
if he wants to teach, he may not be able
to reach his appointment in time for the
opening of the schools on the 28th of this
month. The next matter: What wages
should be paid for thatching? A man offers
his services but wants 50 cents a day. The
ordinary labourer receives about 20 cents.
I have called a man locally to inquire if
he wishes work as a thatcher. As this letter
arrives the man called comes and says, ' No,
I cannot take this work as I have promised
another man to thatch his house."
Reference is made in this letter to purchasing donkeys and harness as mentioned
above.
A quite different matter follows in the
next paragraph. The question is raised if
it will be safe to take the family along on
a trip which is planned for next Thursday.
One of the children at the place to be visited, it is feared, has mumps. Should Ronald
and Edna be exposed to mumps they will be
unable to return to school on the 28th.
We have a used Chevrolet for sale. An
African bus owner wishes to purchase it.
Shall we sell it to him, or will he constantly
worry us should the car not give satisfaction ?
The next item is concerning a teacher
who has mis-stepped and who is not accepting the discipline decided for him as
well as he could do.
The final matter of the letter which is in
the form of a postscript inquires as to what
to do about the opening of a school on a
mine. The mine manager does not reply
to letters.
Now here is another letter, the writer
of which, discusses travel plans for himself
and for an African girl who is going away
for further training. The answer is,—yes,
we have settled matters and are agreed to
plans as outlined.
Now we come to the work really planned
for this day. We are to meet the Outstation teachers of our Circuit today and
tomorrow. It is now 9:30 A. M. and none
have arrived. The African Overseer is here.
We have finished discussing all our other
matters. Since none have arrived the Overseer is told he may as well return home. If
any teachers come he will be called. He is
standing ready to go. Upon looking down
the road two African girls are seen walking
this way. We will wait and see. They are
teachers. We meet them and deal with
their matters.
Just as we are finished with the two mentioned above a European Missionary rides
up on his cycle to report that the girl teacher of whom we had spoken a number of
days ago and expected two weeks ago has
arrived. Her matter? She become engaged
to be married to a young man in the community she serves and it is thought best to
move her to another Outstation some little
distance away. Why should she be moved
because of this you ask? Experience has
shown that it is wisest to do so. Can the
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change be made at this late date ? No, not
.likely, but an effort in that direction will
be made.
The African bus has stopped at our front
gate. The mail is ready and in the bag.
Tflere were several important letters which
had to be written between the other matters
of the morning. The bus is stopping an
unusually long time today because a number of teachers are getting off. The teachers come into the yard outside the office.
We greet them and give them the new conditions of service to read. As they finish
reading them they come into the office and
are given their instructions for the year's
work.
Who is this well dressed young man
walking straight for the office door and entering? Did he not see the two teachers
with whom we are talking? We exchange
greetings with the young man and he states
his errand. He wishes to see me at once
about his affairs. "Sorry, but I have appointments with teachers today and am
now fully engaged." "But I am in a hurry.
1 want to return home early tomorrow
morning." "I understand, but I really cannot see you today. I will be able to see you
at 7 A. M. tomorrow morning before the
teachers come." "Did you not receive my
letter saying you could see me January 1,
2 or 7 ? " "]\o, I did not receive it. People
are becoming very careless with letters
these days," replied the young man. "Very
well, I will see you tomorrow morning."
(P. S. The young man's hurry to transact
his business did not prevent him from arriving exactly one hour and fifteen minutes
late the next morning.)
As the clock is showing late afternoon
and while still engaged with teachers a
young man calls me from the office and informs me that a teacher living about three
miles away is quite ill and asks that we
come to see him. We send along back some
medicine and tell the messenger we will
try and call in the evening. We send word
to the kitchen asking if it will be possible
to have the evening meal a little earlier so
that we can visit the sick teacher. This is
gladly arranged and after a hurried meal
we go to call on the sick. We find him
quite ill and make arrangements for his
removal to the hospital on the morrow.
The next act in the days activities. Four
of the African girl teachers signify their
intention of sleeping at our home. Food and
sleeping accommodation are arranged for
them before we leave for the village of the
sick teacher.
Darkness is closing over the hills as we
return home. We must yet make some final
arrangements for sending a few slaughter
cattle to the butcher on the morrow. We
leave word with the herdman to call us tomorrow morning about 3:30 so that the
cattle will be well on the way before the
sun gets too hot.
With evening family prayers we close
Monday, January 20, 1947.
H. H. Broikaker
Monghyr, India
By this time the Home Church Brotherhood has become informed more or less
fully about our new Mission Station in India. How it happened that the Mission
took it over may also be known. It may be
of interest now to give some idea of what
we find after a few months' work at this,
to us, new opening.
Missionaries came here more than one
hundred years ago. From reports one can
gather that from the first, this Station has
been used almost continually as a Gospel
spreading center. Two Churches for Europeans, and two for Indian Christians have
flourished during this long time. But be-
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cause of political changes in recent times,
the Churches for Europeans have become
all but empty. A feeling of frustration
takes hold of one at contemplation of what
was, as compared with what is today; good
church-buildings, but empty grave-yards
dotted with old and new monuments, but not
much prospect of being cared for as before.
Time and Change obliterates the work of
man with inexorable movement. But thank
God, to the Christian there is always a day
of resurrection! Who knows but that the
passing of these may herald the coming
of something else just as good, perhaps
more glorious.
As for the Indian Christian Churches,
the one here at Monghyr continues, but is
small. The one at Jamalpur, also under the
supervision of the former Mission, was
broken up some time ago and most of its
members now worship with the Union Indian Church at that place. The problem for
us is in what way and to what extent we
may begin to press our brand of belief and
manner of life upon these folk who were
brought up, as it were, by another Church.
The congregation here has become an interdenominational Union Church. As such they
run their own affairs. But of course, they
have asked us and expect us to serve in all
official functions. Also they are anxious
that we take part in their activities all
through. This gives scope for exerting an
influence. Our earnest desire is that the
little congregation of Indian Christians here
may grow into a large energetic spiritual
body of believers. Here is an urgent need,
a subject for earnest prayer.
The important consideration in opening
our work here was to contact the numerous
leather-worker people, found in many villages in this district. They are members
of ' the'"Scheduled castes, and as such the
stir is among them too of wanting to better
their status. Consequently the more intelligent among them ask many questions
about Christianity. Some profess interest
in becoming converts. But one is impressed
with the fact that as yet no big movement
in this direction is on foot. However, the
history of mass-movements in India indicates that not always was the big movement anticipated. Isaiah asked God how
long he should preach. God told him to
keep at it until the cities be wasted without
inhabitant, and the houses without man, and
the land be utterly desolate. Faithfulness
in preaching is the command. If there is
fruit, let us rejoice. But if not one is to
preach anyway so long as God leaves anyone around. In this place we are beginning
where other have quit, as it were. The inference points to utter dependence on God,
and earnest effort on our part. Prayer
Bands at Home should take this work on
their hearts. Perhaps the Lord will give
ear and take for Himself some souls from
this place for His Bride.
George E. Paulus

In The Homeland
Beulah Chapel, Springfield, Ohio
Sunday morning, Dec. 22nd, Bro. and Sr.
Roy Mann brought us a missionary message. They first spoke to the Sunday
School, Bro. Mann speaking in African and
Sr. Mann interpreting in English. This was
very interesting to the 265 who were present for the Sunday School session. They
also favored us with a special song in African. Bro. and Sr. Mann spoke to us in the
church service telling of how God brings
deliverance to those in sin in Africa. We
were especially inspired to hear how God
sets the Africans free from habits as well
as Americans.
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On Sunday morning Jan. 5, our winter
revival began with Bro. Marshall Winger
evangelist. Bro. Winger came filled with
the Spirit and a passion for the unsaved.
The messages Bro. Winger brought were
inspiring and heart searching. Each evening prior to the service fifteen minutes
were spent in prayer in behalf of the service. God's presence was especially manifest
in convicting power and saving and sanctifying power. There were 51 seekers who
bowed at the altar for which we praise
God.
We were glad for the Sunday School children who bowed at the altar and confessed
their sins. Several young people confessed
how they had gotten out into sin, but thanks
be to our: God, who can deliver the captive
souls and set them free. We are thankful
for a young married couple who returned
unto the Lord. We are also glad for those
who were advanced in years who were born
again, and reclaimed and sanctified.
Our prayer is that each and every one
who received spiritual help may continue
to live a constant victorious life.
We were privileged one evening to have
Brothers John Byers and Zeigler Hess in
our revival meeting.
One Monday evening we enjoyed having
a brother from Holland worship with us.
He confessed he had almost lost his faith in
God through misfortunes that had come his
way because of the war, having lost his
wife in a concentration camp. But through
his coming in contact with the brethren and
•the service he was inspired to again lay
hold of God by Faith. Praise God for the
blessing through being a witness to God's
saving and keeping power.
Glendon Snider
Boyle, Canada
Already a month of the New Year has
passed into Eternity. We have had some
very heavy sleet storms which cut off the
electricity at our place of worship. On
two prayer meeting nights the light was
supplied by the coal oil lamp.
During the absence of our pastor, Bro.
Winger, who has been away holding revival
services in Ohio the pulpit has been filled
by several ministering brethren.
On Sunday Jan. 5, Bro. and Sr. John
Nigh, Hagersville, worshipped with us. Sr.
Nigh spoke to the S. S. children and Bro.
Nigh brought the morning message. On
account of probably having no lights in the
evening, it was decided to have our regular
Sunday evening service at the home of
Bro. and Sr. Fred Traver. The service was
well attended and Bro. Nigh spoke on the
unruly member "The Tongue."
Jan. 12 brought Bro. Shoalts to minister
to us.
Thursday evening Jan. 16 Sr. Leora
Yoder, returned missionary from Saharsa,
India, gave us a very interesting talk on her
work in India. She dressed two girls in
Indian costumes; the one being a princess
and the other a high caste Indian woman.
May God bless Sr. Yoder as she tells forth
the tidings of Salvation.
Bishop Gilmore preached on the "Eagle
Experience" on Sunday morning Jan. 19.
Sun. Jan. 26 Bro. Romeo Sider was with
us; his text being "Where is H e ? "
A number from Boyle attended revival
services at the Welland Mission where Bro.
Henry Hostetter was the evangelist.
M. Horton
Chestnut Grove Church, Ashland, Ohio
Bish. Carl Stump ministered to us from
God's eternal truth on Sat. and Sun. Nov.
2 and 3. We were graciously refreshed by
the Spirit-filled messages.
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On Sunday afternoon we had a Young
People's Service with young people from
the other Northern Ohio churches participating. It was well received by all present.
We hope to make this an annual event with
similar services at the other churches during the year.
Sunday, Nov. 10, was a memorable day
here at Chestnut Grove. In the morning
service Bish. E. J. Swalm presented an outstanding message concerning the work of
a minister and bishop in the Brethren-inChrist Church. He and Bro. Harvey Hoke
were here as representatives of the General
Executive Board holding an election for
bishop of the Northern Ohio districts.
In the evening service Elder and Sr.
Elmer Eyer presented their message concerning the work in Africa. Slide pictures
were shown, giving us a much clearer and
greater vision of the African mission field.
Our revival services were held Nov. 24—
Dec. 8. Elder J. R. Steckley fed us deeply
from the Bread and Water of Eternal Life.
We greatly appreciated his presence with
us, but were saddened that no visible results
were evident. God has promised both a
seed time and harvest, and we are confident
that if we prove faithful, the harvest will
come.
A Christmas program was presented by
the boys and girls of the Sunday School
on Dec. 22, after which they were each
treated with a box of candy.
Sunday, Jan. 5, a surprise offering
amounting to $125 was given by the congregation to Bish. and Sr. M. L. Dohner in
remembrance of their golden wedding anniversary which occurred Nov. 19th, and
for their 23 years of faithful ministry at
this place.
We are deeply grateful for the loyalty
and faithfulness shown by our Sunday
School members. Despite much sickness
and inclement weather we have had an average attendance of 57 during 1946, out of an
enrollment of 70. Ten had a perfect attendance record during the year, only one
of whom was a member of the church.
Mrs. Ernest Dohner
Fairview Station, Ella, Ky.
On Sunday, February 2, we were privileged to have two visiting ministers with
us for our services. Bish. Wilber Snider
from Pleasant Hill, Ohio spoke in the morning service at Millerfields. At the conclusion of his message about seven or eight
raised their hands for prayer. In the afternoon service at Fairview, Bish. Irwin Musser from Mount Joy, Pennsylvania gave us
another inspiring message. We appreciated
having these brethren with us in our services.
We would request prayer for a young
father in our community. He very seldom
came to services, but lately he has been
attending. We also heard that he has started to read his Bible and has talked to some
of his neighbors about getting saved and
living a different life. We believe the Lord
is convicting him and will you help us pray
that he may yield his life to God?
Two Sunday School classes from the Mt.
Pleasant Church in Pennsylvania, sent us
window shades for the entire house. This
makes quite an improvement in our home.
We sincerely appreciate the way our home
churches have stood by us in helping to
furnish and improve our home.
Other out-of-state visitors in our home
during the past few weeks were: Bro. and
Sr. J. Earl Martin, Sr., and Bro. and Sr. J.
Earl Martin, Jr. from Mount Joy, Penna.;
and Mary Musser, Mount Joy, Penna. We
enjoyed having each one and extend a
hearty invitation to come back anytime.
The Esthers
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Five Forks, Pa.
pardon them for their sins. We are esA season of blessing and refreshing was pecially thankful for the young married were again made confident that our God is
enjoyed in a recent revival held at the Five people who received help during the serv- able and willing to save and cleanse those
that are willing to receive Him.
Forks Church. The services opened Jan. ices.
12 and continued for two weeks. Eld. Allen
The last night of the service was the
One
of
the
high
lights
was
the
children's
Brubaker of Granville was the evangelist. meetings conducted each Tues. and Fri. eve- high water mark of the meeting. Possibly
The messages delivered from _ God's Word ning prior to the regular preaching service. eighteen were at the altar, a number of
were inspirational and beneficial. A good A large number of children attended these whom were there to be saved.
interest was manifested. God's presence meetings
The Lord grant that Bro. Flewelling may
and we trust that a lasting impreswas felt and conviction rested upon the un- sion was made
continue to be used of the Lord and that
upon their lives.
saved. There were hands raised for praythe Mowersville-Green Spring District may
We also appreciated the splendid fellow- be faithful to that which God has entrusted
er, but for those we pray, who still risk
their salvation for a more convenient sea- ship we enjoyed with the many who came her.
in
from other churches to worship with us.
son.
We want to thank the Lord for the lovely
David H. Wenger, Jr.
The last Sunday morning service we very weather He gave us during the two weeks
definitely felt the presence of the Lord in the meetings lasted. The following Wed. North Star Mission, Meath Park, Saak.
an altar, and anointing service. May these and Thur. after the meetings closed we reWinter is the _ order of the day in the
messages be repreached in our ears and ceived one of the worst blizzards we have
Northwest. Roacls are piled high with
conviction be deepened in the lives of those had for years.
••snow, and to travel we find our way across
who know not a Saviour.
fields, through the "bush" or else let the
L. French
Emma H. Wingert
horses fight it out with the deep snow. One
Montgomery, Pa.
evening the Brechbills started out to make
Markham District, Ontario, Canada
On Sunday evening January 5, 1947 Brother a call, but were forced to turn back within
During the busy Christmas Seasons the Henry Scnneider of Merrill Mich came to a half mile as the horses nearly floundered
Markham Young People find time on Christ- labor with us. He had a burden on his in the drifts, and trying to travel in the
mas eve. to go out Carol singing. This year heart for the young people, and all those woods only got them into more deep snow.
about 35 gathered together and made about who were not sanctified.
Not having the "caboose" light in working
15 calls. Some of the older people who are
order, it was not possible to choose a better
He
preached
wonderful
sermons
for
three
not privileged to get to the church services weeks, explaining sanctification from He- place to travel. The Tuesday following the
enjoy hearing the Christmas carols, and brews 10.
forced return, the Brechbills experienced
the young people find great pleasure in
the thrill of turning over in tfle caboose just
God
was
pleased
to
bless
the
revival
with
singing them.
a short distance from the Mission on acgreat conviction and most of the young
Then on Christmas day we were privileg- people under thirty and some above this count of the snow. The heater is built so
ed to have a missionary from India, Bro. age went to the altar for the experience of that an upset will not cause any danger,
and the team stopped when the sled started
Charles Engle, to bring us the Christmas sanctification.
to go over. It was easy to right the sled
message in the morning and in the evening
The services were well attended and pray- and proceed on their way.
(our regular prayer service) he spoke to
us of the work in India which, was very er meetings were held several times during
the week in the afternoon. This was a
The Cold Weather has been more severe
interesting.
help in bringing about the results which this year than last. Coupled with the snow
On Friday, January 3. Bro. Gordon Stick- were visible.
and the many wind storms of this winter,
ley arrived home after spending a number
On Sunday afternoon Jan. 26, Bro. Sch- the attendance has dropped to a very low
of weeks on a trip to Poland. Gordon helped
to. carg for the horses which were being neider and our Bishop J. L. Myexs and our point. The Sunday morning service has
Minister Glen Niswander and about 50 of been held at the mission home twice this
shipped to that country.
young people went to the Bakers Ca- winter so far, with two besides the mission
Sr. Leora Yoder, missionary from India, the
staff in attendance. During the severe wind
was with us on Sunday morning of Janu- verns. We went down into the large, un- and snow storms, we spend as much time
ary 5. Our hearts were touched as we heard derground auditorium, where a service was as possible in doors, and we have burned
hen tell some experiences that she as a held, with speaking, singing and testimonies. more wood to date this winter than we did
nurse has had on the mission field. She also We were blessed beyond our imagination up to March last year. Coldest so far has
showed several costumes which were when we heard our volume and the echo been close to fifty degrees below zero,, which
of our voices. We thought of what heaven
brought from India.
must be when all of God's chosen people is not so cold as it has been in the Yukon
On Sunday afternoon, Jan. 19, Elder Pay get home and sing praises to Him at once.
at eighty three degrees below, the.coldest
Nigh and the Henderson Sisters were to
ever recorded in North America. Old resiGod bless Bro. Schneider as he goes dents say this year is the worst they rethe Old Peoples' Home at Newmarket, On- to May
other
places
of
labor.
tario, for a short service. Bro. Nigh brought
member due to the unusual wind storms.
the message, and the girls sang several
Raymond J. Garling
Visiting is receiving more attention this
selections of song.
Mooretown, Michigan
year than ever before. The staff is visiting
Our revival meeting was held from JanuOur Young People's Society leader for area by area with the intention of contactary 7 to 26. We were glad to have Bishop
ing nearly every home. Some of the homes
Charlie Byers with us as our evangelist, 1947 is Miss Florence Sisco. The Young are Ukrainian, and their inability to speak
whom God blessed in the ministering of the People's Service for Sun. Jan. 19, proved or understand English, in addition to the
Word. A prayer band was organized at the very interesting. The thought of the eve- Catholic background of these homes, makes
beginning of the meetings, not only to ning was ' Christian Young People." Bro. visiting in many of these homes impracspend so much time in prayer, but also to Joe Jones, who is studying for the ministry tical. So far this year, the Brechbills have
the Owosso Bible Seminary at Owosso,
help in any way during the revival. We lat
Mich., was the speaker and brought an en- visited all but a few homes and they expect
also had four afternoon prayer meetings couraging
message on "Walking With God." to complete the visitation of the Howard
where the presence of God was very near.
Creek district soon. The girls spent three
We have a new member on the Cradle days visiting in Paddockwood, and they exGod did answer prayer. The stirring messages of our Brother were used by the Holy Roll, Rene Marz, son of Mr. and Mrs. pect to return to the town soon to complete
Spirit to reveal the Spiritual condition of Joseph Marz of Snover.
the visiting in that town. Pine Valley will
In spite of the stormy weather our Cot- be visited by the girls, and Melba by the
souls. About 30 bowed at the altar of praytage Prayer Services have been well at- Brechbills.
er. Some to be saved others for the deeper tended.
experience of heart cleansing. We are
Services have been suspended in the MelKenneth Bulgrien is taking a six weeks'
thankful for the testimonies of victory, and
course at M. B. C, Grantham.
ba district since the first of December begive God all the praise.
cause of mumps. The disease has now run
Mrs. Stauffer
Jean M. Brillinger
its course, and we expect to resume services
Mowersville, Green Spring, Pa.
there with the regular schedule beginning
Merrill, Mich.
Revival Services. On January 5 a revival the second Sunday of February. Pine Valley
Our revival meeting began Sunday Jan.
has shown an indication of renewed in12 with Eld. Henry A. Ginder as evangelist. effort was begun at the Green Spring terest, which is heartening to all of us.
Church.
Bish.
E.
J.
Swalm
was
the
enIt was a beautiful day and it seemed like
A new project for the winter months was
gaged evangelist but due to sickness was
the glory of the Lord shone everywhere.
launched by Sr. Jones of the mission staff
not
able
to
be
with
us.
Our
new
minister
Bro. Ginder came filled with the spirit of
for the girls. Homemaking, cooking and
the Lord and gave such inspiring messages in the district, Bro. Elwood Flewelling, was personal health are among the things to
that conviction settled down upon the com- then given the evangelistic services. The be considered. The response of the parents
munity to the extent that a number of peo- meetings continued for three weeks, the
ple knelt at the altar and asked the Lord to crowds were large throughout. A number to this project was most gratifying, and Sr.
came to the altar for varying needs, and we Jones found that the younger girls who
(Continued on page thirteen)
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Christian Education
For His Honor
Many people have tendency to think that
th price of an education under Christian
environment is too much of a financial
burden; but when we reflect on the life of
service given by individuals who have attended Bible school, we cannot help but
say "it pays."
It is one of the chief aims at Jabbok Bible School to help prepare young people
for a life of service for God. This does not
mean that all will become active home or
foreign missionaries or ministers of the
gospel, but whatever vocation in life maybe chosen that it may be done unto the
Lord.
The alumni association of the school has
taken a decided interest in her Alma Mater
during the past year. Definite plans are being made to erect a chapel which will serve
temporarily as a school auditorium. A large
number of alumni have already shown
their interest in this building project by
giving liberally to the cause. During the
summer months the association is planning for representatives to tour some of the
mid-western states to solicit for funds for
the proposed chapel as well as to solicit'for
students for the coming year.
The current school year is being blessed
with revival services. The first of these
was a tent meeting in Thomas in September
under the direction of Eld. Jesse W.
Hoover, Nappanee, Indiana. The second
revival, conducted by Eld. Ray Smee formerly from Albuquerque, New Mexico, and
now pastor of the Red Star Church, Leedey.
Oklahoma, was conducted in November.
The third is to be a pre-Easter revival with
Eld. Rial Stump, Wakarusa, Indiana, serving as evangelist;
Let us earnestly pray that the promotion
of Christian education may be an effective
method of furthering God's cause and
kingdom.
And whatsoever ye do in word or deed,
do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, Colossians 3:17.
—Thomas. Oklahoma

Heritage of Youth
N T H E year 1912 we heard William Jennings Bryan say in one of his characteristic speeches in the City of New York,
"Within recent years no less than thirty
nations have so modified their forms of
government as to make them either directly or indirectly democratic in their form
and trend."
Why. then, in a quarter of a century, do
we find ourselves at the opposite extreme
in human thinking? The cause is not far
to seek, for it is the training of youth
which determines the destiny of a people.

I

Merrill T. MacPherson, pastor of a
Presbyterian church in Philadelphia, in
an address entitled "The Menace of Modernism" makes the following pertinent
statement: "A pillar of strength in our national life has been the school. With the
exception of our state institutions, nearly
all of our schools of higher education
were founded and endowed by Christians.
In these schools the Bible and prayer had
a large part. Time and again our colleges
were visited by a gracious manifestation
of God, and revival fires swept the halls
and campus and leaped across the land.
"But today all is changed. In most of
our schools the Bible is scoffed at, the
Christian is ridiculed, God is denied. Man
and mind are exalted. Evolution is taught
as a fact, though there is not one shred of
evidence in its favor. Students entering
with faith in God and His Word are taught
that the inhibitions of Christian morality
and virtue are detrimental; that self-expression is necessary . . . All of which results in distorted views and blasted lives,
until multitudes are graduated as agnostics
and atheists. Many colleges and universities have radical, atheistic fraternities. In
most of these schools the chapel exercises
and so-called religious lectures are modernistic. The endowed chair for teaching
the Bible is usually occupied by a rank
modernist.
Our theological seminaries,
with some notable exceptions, are hotbeds
of modernism and unbelief. Is it any wonder that the enemy has come in like a
flood, when so many of our pulpits are occupied by men trained in such schools?"

A Christian
Could I be called a Christian
If everybody knew
My secret thoughts and feelings
And everything I do?
Oh, could they see the likeness
Of Christ in me each day?
Oh, could they hear Him speaking
In every word I say?
Could I be called a Christian
If everyone could know
That I am found in places
Where Jesus would not go?
Oh, could they hear His echo
In every song I sing?
In eating, drinking, dressing
Could they see Christ in me?
Could I be called a Christian
If judged by what I read,
By all my recreations
And every thought and deed?
Could I be counted Christlike
As I now work and pray
Unselfish, kind, forgiving
To others every day?
—The Evangel.
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These are strong statements, and would
not be so alarming did not facts warrant
trie same. If, in the light of the above
quotation, our educational institutions of
today largely fail to instruct our youth in
the science of sane living, as well as in the
ultimate object of life itself, can we expect the family and the American home to
supplement the need? How reassuring the
thought would be if this were the case.
If we turn to the Scriptures we find that
the Mosaic law required that the greatest
pains should be taken to mold the minds,
the principles, the habits and manners of
the young. Parents were again and again
commanded to teach their children, from
infancy, all the words of the law, and all
the glorious facts of their national history.
They were enjoined to talk to them when
they sat in the house, and when they walked by the way, when they lay down, and
when they rose up. Their whole national
system was crowded with commemorative
rites and festivals, and these afforded fine
opportunities for religious instruction in
the home.
An example is found in Deuteronomy 6:
20 as follows: "And when thy son asketh
thee in time to come, saying, What mean
the testimonies, and the statutes, and the
judgments, which the Lord our God hath
commanded you? Then thou shalt say
unto thy son. We were Pharaoh's bondmen
in Egypt; and the Lord brought us out of
Egypt with a mighty hand." A clear and
unmistakable knowledge of the . mighty
works of God was to be transmitted from
the parents to their children, and thus the
home was essentially a place of education
for early childhood and youth.
The majority of our homes today have
nothing to transmit to posterity so far as
the fundamental values of life are concerned. On the other hand, the elders in
many instances are a positive hindrance
to the inquiring mind of youth, having
forsaken the church, the Sabbath, the family altar and the home itself. We neither
sit in the house, nor do we walk by the
way. We have other modes of conveyance,
and our time is all taken up by the pursuit
of personal pleasures. And yet youth is
asking serious questions which somebody
must answer.—Selected.

Getting Deaf
God makes easy the closing days of
many of his saints. Gradually he shuts
the doors, one by one, by which the discords and turmoil of the world enter in,
and gives his aged ones opportunity to
ripen and mellow in the sunlight of his
love. An aged woman once remarked to
the writer of this paragraph: "I am thankful that I am growing deaf; I hear too
much anyhow." The physical senses, as
they grow less acute than aforetime, become
more open to the music of the heavenly
land. The "fountain of perpetual youth"
which Ponce de Leon sought in vain,
really belongs to the Christian.—Selected.
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In the Homeland
(Continued from page eleven)
were not included at first had to be included
too. When spring comes, it is our hope to
resume the Sunday night meetings of the
"Northern Lights," the young people's organization.
Money for painting the inside of the
church was received from a friend living
near Kindersley. Other improvements are
in the making; some are still held up due
to shortage of supplies. We are insulating
the garage so that it can be heated and
thus make it possible to do more of our own
repairing and maintaining through the cold
months. It is hoped that the improvement
will also make it easier to start the car in
cold weather, and thus save on upkeep expense.
Scare: The last Sunday morning of January the Superintendent went over to the
church to look at the fire while the cow was
getting water, and when he opened the door
the building was filled with smoke. Investigation disclosed the outside frame of
the home-made furnace had caught fire and
was smouldering. A hammer was quickly
procured and the burning boards torn off.
As a result, the church was quite chilly
since the furnace had an air leak, preventing proper circulation of air. The basement
floor has bulged upward, due to frost, and
this caused the furnace to shift from its
original position.
He was just a boy of nineteen, but his
loud talking on the train indicate'd he was
under the influence of liquor. After the
train had gone some distance on its journey
from Prince Albert to Meath Park, he came
to where Bro. Brechbill and the two single
workers were seated and wanted to talk.
We talked with him the rest of the trip,
and while he seemed quite penitent, he failed to yield. He has been in police court
three times in three years, has been drinking a year and a half, and said that he had
for the past three weeks been drinking
every night. He was on his way to a lumber camp, and his ticket had been furnished
him by his prospective employer, and with
the money left after getting his ticket he
had purchased beer, four bottles being in
his possession while he talked with us. Now
he had no money for food or lodging, going
into a strange place among Godless men,
and he was worried over the future. Bro.
Brechbill gave him a dollar for the four
bottles of beer after extracting a promise
that he would buy his meals with the
money, and then the bottles of beer were
taken out to the train coupling and thrown
away, with the power that they would break
on striking the ground. He comes from
Christian background; his sister is a lassie
in the Prince Albert post of the Salvation
Army, and is known to us. Our prayers
have followed him, and we wonder how he
is making out. The sad part is that there
are thousands like him in the world, who
are seeking pleasure and finding regret and
remorse.
Pray for the North Star Mission field.
We are appreciative of the many letters
received expressing interest in this work.
Monday morning, the twentieth of January, a plane flew over and circled the mission .buildings a few times and then landed
a mile .east of the mission. At first we
couldn't imagine what was going on, but
soon found out that our neighbor, Mrs.
McCulloh, was seriously ill, and because of
the blocked roads the only way to take her
to the hospital was by plane. She is still
in serious condition, and latest reports are
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that she is being transferred from Prince
Albert to Saskatoon. The airplane has in*
deed made formerly isolated districts only
a few minutes away.
As this news flash is written, a high wind
following a snowfall is driving the snow
into new and still higher drifts. Evidently
there will be more drifts to conquor when
we get out.
The North Star Mission Staff
Upland, Calif.
The annual spring revival of the Upland
church is now in progress with services
being held nightly at the church and each
morning in the Beulah College chapel
period. God's servant for the special series
of meetings, which opened Wednesday evening, Feb. 19, and are scheduled to close
Sunday, March 2, is Eld. Rial Stump, Wakarusa, Indiana, who with Sr. Stump has been
spending the winter in Upland.
The current meetings are serving to intensify the results of the previous fall revival which are still being felt in the church
and school life. On a recent prayer meeting
evening, twelve young people who had
found the Lord or renewed their covenants
during the fall meetings under the stirring
preaching of Bish. E. J. Swalm were accepted into church membership through the
ordinance of baptism. With Bish. J. H.
Wagaman directing the service and Elds.
C. K. Heisey and John Raser assisting, the
following were received:
Frederick and Lorraine Eyer, son and
daughter of Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer, missionaries on furlough.
Beatrice Logan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Logan, Meath Park Station, Sask.,
Canada.
Raymond Buckwalter, son of Eld. and Sr.
Amos Buckwalter, Upland.
Joyce Books, daughter of Eld. and Sr. B.
M. Books, Grants Pass, Ore.
Jay Grabill, son of Mr.. & Mrs. Charles
Grabill, Syracuse, Ind.
Erma Rohrer, daughter of Eld. and Sr.
David Rohrer, Pasadena.
Milton Carroll, a student at Beulah College.
Eddie Haldeman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Abner Haldeman, Upland.
Eloise Wingerd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Wingerd, Upland.
Duane Raser, son of Eld. and Sr. John
Raser, Pasadena.
Kenneth Zook, son of Eld. and Sr. Vern
Zook, Ontario.
Darrel Dawes of Waukena, Calif., and
Earl Engle of Zion church, Kansas, had
previously received the rites of baptism,
and Kenneth Asper will be received into
membership at a later date.
Baptismal services for four members of
the Sunnymeade congregation were also a
feature of the special program held in the
Upland church Sunday evening, Feb. 2, a t
which time a report was made on the progress of the new church building being
erected in the Sunnymeade community, 30
miles southeast of Upland. During the
service, an offering of $142 was contributed
toward completion of the project.
Eld. Elam Dohner, who conducted the
baptismal rites and who with Sr. Dohner is
directing the Sunnymeade program, told of
the history of the work and outlined plans
for more extensive development of the religious program in the community upon
completion of a suitable house of worship.
Although construction is still in progress,
services are held each Sunday in the unfurnished and floorless structure.
Wendell Harmon
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Knifley, Ky.
Jan. 1 and 18 we were pleasantly surprised to have visitors from Pa. enroute to
Florida. Bro. & Sr. Meyers Young, Bro.
& Sr. Henry Lehman, Bro. & Sr. Earl Martin and Bro. & Sr. Earl Martin, Jr. Miss
Lillian Spires and daughter spent 2 days
with us. Miss Spires is a faithful worker
at Spout Springs.
January 10, the workers at Garlin, Fairview and Knifley met to plan for Bible
Schools, District Council, Ohio and Ky.
Joint Council, and publishing of the Ky.
Bulletin. We are praying the Lord to bless
these activities.
Jan. 11 Sr. Anna Bottoms was married to
-Mr. Vitus Stayton. We pray God's richest
blessing upon them. They are living 17
miles from Knifley. They have invited our
Knifley group to have prayer meeting in
their home the third Saturday of each
month. This will make us a full schedule,
but we feel God will supply strength and
that it might be the means of helping some
to Christ.
Besides preparing for the Quarter's activities our station has made 31 calls and
visits in the community. Getting into the
homes of our people and friends is one of
our greatest delights. We were also privileged to have 20 of our Bro's and Sr's visit
the Mission Home. Several times this
month we have heard the patter of little
feet on our porch. Upon going to the door
here are 2 or 3 bright faces bringing us a
pound of butter or just to chat with us. We
appreciate the children of our S. S.
Sr. Irvin Kanode

Nonresisfance
Continued from page six)
is a one-way street). We may as well get
the most out of it for ourselves, and also
be of paramount service to our fellowmen.
The attitude of non-concern on one
hand, or of shallow human effort on the
other does not meet this challenge. As we
follow the Will of God in this as in other
questions, we will attain the greatest satisfaction of life for ourselves, and we will
make our greatest contribution to our fellowmen.
I close with the story of The Christ of
The Andes. During a war one of the leaders said: "Even after the war is over, will
we know who really was right? We shall
only know whose armies and whose warships were the bigger." A plan was put
into operation. A huge statue was made
—of Christ. This was carried to the top
of the mountains separating the two countries. First by train, then by mules and
then by hand! Then, at the dedication
ceremonies it was revealed what was carved at the foot of the statue:
"The mountains will crumble into dust
sooner than the people of Argentine and
Chile will break the peace which at the
feet of Christ, the Redeemer, they have
given their word to keep."
There is the answer! It is Christ! We
must come together at His feet—the feet
of the Redeemer.—Kitchener, Ontario.
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The Highland Mother's Love
ROM the mountain-pass the widow's
Fhuman
dwelling was ten miles off, and no
habitation was nearer than her
own. She had undertaken a long journey
carrying with her her only child, a boy
two years old. The morning when the
widow left her home gave promise of a
lovely day; but before noon a sudden
change took place in the weather. Northward the sky became black and lowering.
Masses of clouds rested upon the hills.
Sudden gusts of wind began to whistle
among the rocks, and to ruffle with black
squalls the surface of the lake. The wind
was followed by rain, the rain by sleet,
and the sleet by a heavy fall of snow.
Weary, and wet, and Cold, the widow
reached that pass with her child. She
knew that a mile beyond it there was a
mountain hut which could give shelter;
but the moment she attempted to face the
storm of snow which was rushing through
the gorge all hope of proceeding in that
direction failed. To turn home was equally
impossible. She must find shelter.
After wandering for some time among
the huge fragments of granite which skirted the base of the overhanging precipice,
she- at last found a sheltered nook. She
crouched beneath a projecting rock and
pressed her child to her trembling bosom.
The storm continued to rage. The snow
was accumulating overhead. Hour after
hour passed. It became bitterly cold. The
evening approached. The widow's heart
was sick with fear and anxiety. The child
—her only child—was all she thought of.
She wrapped him in her shawl; but the
poor thing had been scantilv clad and the
shawl was thin and worn. The widow was
poor, and her clothing could hardly defend her from the piercing cold of such a
night as that. But whatever might become
of herself, her child must be preserved.
The snow, in whirling eddies, entered the
recess which afforded them at best but
miserable shelter. The night came on. The
wretched mother then stripped off almost
all her own clothing and wrapped it round
her child, whom at last in despair she put
into a deep crevice of the rock among some
heather and fern. And now she resolves at
all hazards to brave the storm and return
home in order to get assistance for her
babe, or perish in the attempt. Clasping
her infant to her heart and covering his
face with tears and kisses, she laid him
softly down in sleep and rushed into the
snowy drift.
That night of storm was succeeded by
a peaceful morning. The sun shone from
a clear skv and wreaths of mist hung along
the tons of the mountains, while a hundred
waterfalls poured down their sides. Dark
figures, made visible at a distance by a

white ground, may now be seen with long
poles examining every hollow near the
mountain-pass. They are people from the
village who are searching for the widow
and her son. The night before they had
gone forth with lanterns and searched in
vain. Daylight brought hope. They have
reached the pass. A cry is uttered by one
of the searchers as he sees a bit of tartan
cloak among the snow. They have found
the widow—dead! her arms stretched forth
as if imploring assistance. Before noon
they discovered her child by his cries. He
was safe in the crevice of the rock. The
story of that woman's affection for her
child was soon read in language which
all understood. Many a tear was shed,
many a sigh of affection was uttered from
sorrowing hearts, when on that evening
the aged pastor gathered the villagers into
the deserted house of mourning, and by
prayer and fatherly exhortation, sought to
improve for their soul's good an event so
sorrowful.
More than half a century passed. That
aged and faithful man of God had long
ago been gathered to his fathers. His son,
whose locks were white with age, was
preaching to a congregation of Highlanders in one of our great cities. The subject
of his discourse was the love of Christ. In
illustrating the self-sacrificing nature of
that love which "seeketh not her own", he
narrated this story of the Highland widow,
whom he had himself known in his boyhood, and he asked, "If that child is now
alive, what would you think of his heart
if he did not cherish an affection for his
mother's memory, and if the sight of her
poor, tattered shawl, which she had wrapped around him in order to save his life at
the cost of her own, did not fill him with
gratitude and love too deep for words?
Yet what hearts have you, my hearers, if,
in memory of our Savior's sacrifice of
Himself, you do not feel them glow with
deeper love and with adoring gratitude?"
A few days later a message was sent to
this minister by a dying man who requested to see him. The request was speedily
complied with. The sick man seized the
minister by the hand and, gazing intently
at his face, said, "You do not, you cannot
recognize me. but I know you, and knew
your father before you. I have been a
wanderer in many lands. I have visited
every quarter of the globe, and fought and
bled for my king and country. I came to
this town a few weeks ago in bad health.
Last Sunday I entered your church, where
I could once more hear, in the language
of mv youth and of my heart, the Gospel
preached. I heard you tell the story of
the widow and her son." Here the voice
of the old soldier faltered—his emotion
almost choked his utterance; but recovering himself for a moment, he cried, " I am
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that son!" and burst into a flood of tears.
"Never, never did I forget my mother's
lcve! Well might you ask what a heart
should mine have been if she had been
forgotten by m e ; until now I never truly
saw the love of my Savior in giving Himself for me; until now I never realized the
meaning of the words, 'The Son of God,
who loved me, and gave himself for me'
(Gal. 2 : 2 0 ) . I confess it, I confess it!" he
cried, looking up to heaven, his eyes
streaming with tears; and, pressing the
pastor's hand close to his breast, he added,
"Praise be to His holy Name that my dear
mother did not die in vain; for the love of
nrji, mother has been blessed in making me
see as I never saw before the love of my
Savior: I see it; I believe it. I have found
deliverance in old age where I found it in
my childhood—in the cleft of the rock;
but now it is in the Rock of Ages!"
And clasping his hands, he repeated
with intense fervor. "Can a woman forget
her sucking child, that she should not have
compassion on the son of her womb? Yea,
they may forget, yet will I not forget
thee" (Isa. 4 9 : 1 5 ) .
The Highland mother's love for her
darling boy was indeed great, but it fades
into insignificance when compared to the
love of God to sinful men. "For God so
loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (John 3:16). Rest in that love.
Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, who loved vou and gave Himself for you, and you
will be saved.—Borne Friend.

Obedience
(Continued from page seven)
is or how it affects the flesh or our surroundings, the command is obeyed because
we love Him.
Obedience produces fruits or spiritual
rewards in our lives. It means the destruction of the self-will. This is the very cause
of sin—the desire to have our own way and
satisfy our own desires. With self-will crucified, obedience becomes a pleasure, giving
us a desire to please.
Obedience brings peace. This is the craving of the heart. Men will give their lives
and spend all for peace. But it is received
so easily, just by being in strict obedience
to Jesus' Will.
Obedience yields joy. The reaction of
obedience is joy, holy joy bubbling up in
the soul after we have had the approval of
God upon us because we have obeyed.
Praise the Lord.
Obedience produces spiritual growth.
Each time we feel God's smile of approval
upon us, it gives us a greater desire to
please Him. Because the experience is so
satisfying, our lives are spent in obeving
Him. The natural consequence is a closer
relationship and development in Him.
Glory to God—let's obey God.
—Selected.
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The Minister's Study
The Fearless Preacher
ISHOP LATIMER, the martyr, once preached such a rousing, evangelical sermon
at court in the days of Henry VIII that the
king was offended. Latimer was summoned
the next Sunday afternoon to preach again,
and to retract his sermon. The command
was imperative. The powers were in hostile hands, and the enmity of murderous
hearts had been stirred to the very depths.
According to appointment, however,
Latimer started, full of faith and of the
Holy Ghost, to face this spiritual wickedness in high places. As he walked along he
held communion with the Invisible, and
was imbued with a double portion of the
Divine Spirit. He took on from the angel
armour-bearers the whole panoply of God
as, step by step, he neared the sacred desk.
He began his discourse by seeming to forget the audience, and spoke thus to himself:

B

"Hugh Latimer, dost thou know to whom
thou goest this day to preach? To the
high and mighty monarch, the king's most
excellent majesty, who can take-away thy
life if thou offend. Therefore, take heed
how thou shalt speak; choose pleasant
words this day, and avoid everything that
would 'in any wise displease." Then, as if
suddenly recalling himself, he repeated in
most emphatic and ringing tones, thrilling
the soul of all who heard his words:
"Hugh! Hugh Latimer! Dost thou know
from whence thou comest this day—upon
whose message thou art sent? Dost thou
know Him who is present to discern the
thoughts and intents of the heart; who beholdeth all thy ways? Dost thou acknowledge the Almighty God, who is able to
cast both soul and body into hell for ever
Therefore, look about thee well, and look
within thee well. Hugh Latimer, and be
sure that thou deliver this message faithfully!" Thus he began, and pressed with
increasing power and courage into his sermon and reaffirmed all he had preached before, and urged its truths with more vehemency than ever.
After the sermon was ended there was
intense curiosity and excitement to see the
result of such bold speech for Jesus. Dinner over, the king forthwith sent for Latimer; and, on meeting him, asked how he
dared preach in that style in such a presence. Latimer replied calmly that duty toward God and his prince had forced him
to it, and now he had discharged both his
conscience and his duty in what he had
spoken. His life was in his majesty's hands,
he knew. But he could not be dishonest,'
either toward himself, his king, or his
God. He could but do the same thing over
again.
Hearing this frank avowal, the king

arose from his seat, and, lifting the good
man from his knees, embraced him in his
arms, remarking, with tears, that he blessed
God for such a man in his kingdom who
dared to deal plainly with him. He honored the fearless preacher. From that
hour Latimer had a new power and a higher joy.
This is the true spirit of the Christian
ministry. It is both humble and heroic.
The faithful minister is never a pleaser of
men. He bears his message right on by
speech and life, whether he shall be applauded or hated, whether he shall rise or
fall. Life and death do not enter upon any
balance, or engage in any compromise in
his commission. For to him to live is
Christ, and to die is gain. He knows that
although the public eye is upon him, God's
eye is also upon him, and he swerves not a
syllable from honest utterance of the whole
truth. The minister who for one moment
wavers will soon begin to fawn and flat-,
ter. Then he is shorn of his strength. Then
he becomes a mere automaton—but part
of a moving exhibition for pleasing the
public eye, or a keyed reed in a sounding
organ, for tickling the public ear. How
necessary that ministers maintain their integrity before God, angels and men!
Let every ambassador of Jesus think less
of the man to whom he goeth, and more
of the Master from whom he cometh, with
the message of salvation.
—Holiness Mission
Journal.

The Work of a Preacher
E. P.
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Always preach as well as you can, but
do your best for them who come on rainy
days; Christ preached marvelously to one
woman at the well, and to one Rabbi at
night.
Do not repeat; if you said plainly before, say something else next.
Leave out big words, and do not expect
your hearers to bring their dictionaries to
church.
Cultivate naturalness.
Chew your food, but not your words.
Do not dwell on a monotone, nor drop
your voice near the end of a sentence.
Do not tire yourself nor others out;
"when weariness begins devotion ends.
Do not begin too low and slow; keep
your lungs full.
Do not miss all the good places to stop;
stop at a climax.
Do not preach with a big stick in your
hand, but keep sweet, and hold up the
Cross.
Use illustrations, but pack your sermons
so as to have something to illustrate.
Be clear; we can see to the bottom of
Lake George, but we do not think a mudpuddle deep because we can not see the
bottom.
Make your sermons proportionate; if it
is narrow and shallow, make it short; if it
is wide and deep make it longer.
I was told of a man who might have
been a good preacher but for two faults:
he had no delivery, and nothing to deliver.
Remember that you preach to save, rather than to entertain.
Preach straight, and live straight, as a
Divine Epistle; you are ordered to be a
pattern;
Preach publicly and from house to
house; a sympathetic house-going-preacher
makes a church-going people.
Be sure to please God, even if no friendly faces smile upon you.
Make few promises.
Keep out of debt.
Live a simple life.
Set up a high standard for the Church,
and show them how to live it; your actions
will be your loudest preaching.
After a house is solemnly dedicated to
the worship of God, let there be no room
for the tables of the money changers, or
for giddy Ecclesiastics who sit down to eat
and rise to play, cultivating the social element in the realm of worldiness.
Beware of the amusement heresy, and
cook stove apostacy.
The Cross and not the fiddle, is the central attraction for the true Church; feed
the sheep, instead of trying to amuse the
goats.
The less knowledge and piety a Church
has, the more clubs, societies, oysters, ice
cream and fun it takes to ruin it, and the
faster it runs away from God.—Selected,

When you enter the pulpit make no
apologies.
If you have a message from God, deliver
it. or hold your peace and have a QuakerMeeting.
Do not waste time by long prefaces, but
say good things from the start; and do not
keep on talking after you are done. Better
leave the people longing then loathing.
Leave self out of the pulpit, and take
Christ in.
Do not preach old sermons without
warming them over, and never stop growing.
Do not harp too much on one string, but
give the great variety of the Bible.
Take care of your character and let God
take of your reputation.
Have no petted or neglected classes.
Do not abuse people for not liking you;
perhaps you like yourself too well.
You are not a preacher, no matter whose
hands have been laid upon you, unless you
know the truth, and are anointed by the "Restraining power, we cease to fight,-—
Holy Spirit.
Prayer makes the soldier's armor bright;
Do not scold; be a friend of sinners, but And Satan trembles when he sees
not of sin.
The weakest saint upon his knees."
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Worldwide News Currents
Rare Hymn Book Brings Record Price.
A perfect copy of the Bay Psalm Book,
first book published in the Massachusetts
Bay Colony, was sold at auction in New
York City on January 28 for $151,000,
highest price ever paid for a rare book in
this country. The book was purchased by
Dr. A. S. W. Rosenbach, internationally
known rare-book dealer. The price broke
a record set in 1926 when Rosenbach paid
$106,000 for a Gutenberg Bible for Mrs.
Edward S. Harkness, who later donated the
book to Yale University library.
Record Savings
Deposits in the nation's mutual savings
bank rose $1,500,000,000 during 1946 to
$16,800,000,000, a high point in the 131
years of the banks' operations, according to
figures issued by the National Association
of Mutual Savings Banks. The deposits in
the mutual saving banks amounted to almost 10 per cent of the gross savings estimated by President Truman in his recent
economic report to Congress. There are
now more than 17,750,000 accounts in mutual savings banks of which 14.250.000 are
regular deposit accounts and 3,500,000 accounts of school children and individuals in
Christmas and other special clubs, the report said.
Travel Records Broken
Motor travel set a new record in 1946
with a total of 170,000,000,000 milas. The
Public Roads Administration in Washington
reports that this was 200,000,000 more miles
than the previous record set in 1941 on the
country's highways outside of cities.
Rockefeller Gift to China
A terminal contribution of $10,000,000 by
the Rockefeller Foundation to the China
Medical Board, Inc., for the support of
Peiping Union Medical College, was announced in New York Citv a few days ago.
This brings to $44,652,490 the sums the
foundation has appropriated to this field
since 1915, making it the largest grant to
a single project in the history of the foundation.
Respect for Races Necessary
Amei^icaVuhfair and unChristian treatment" of non-white minority groups is a
major deterrent to the spread of Christianity throughout the world, Dr. Ralph E. Diffendorfer, executive secretary of the board
of missions and church extension of the
Methodist Church, declared in an address
before the annual meeting of the Home Missions Council of North America.
"Treat the Mexican fairlv and Christianity will be proclaimed in Latin America."
he said. "Clear our American Indian record
and East Indians will take notice of democracy and Christianity. Abolish lynching,
not bv law, but bv effectively acknowledging
the Negro's right to resnect and decent
citizenship and not onlv Africa but all the
non-white world will rise up and call the
the church blessed."
Unity for World-wide Revival
Only world-wide spiritual revival will
settle the ideological controversies plasraing
mankind today, Dr. Hermann N. Morse,
executive secretary of the board of national
missions of the Presbyterian Church in the
U. S. A., and retiring president of the H<vne
Missions Council of North America, declared at the closing session of the Council's
annual meeting.
Pleading for unity within the church as
the only sure means to attain a spiritual rebirth among the nations, Dr. Morse pointed

out that society has been forced by "the
very logic of events to a large-scale collectivism as an antidote to the extreme individualism that was characteristic of the
frontier."
"We might have made that process spiritual at its core," he said, "if we had insight
to do it and if our churches had been united
enough to do it.
"But the religious separatism that in
some instances served the people very well
did not serve us well in this."
Describing the "real crisis of our time" as
spiritual, Dr. Morse added: "The Christian
church must be a much greater force in the
future than it has been, or it will become
much less important and increasingly socially impotent."
Vast Sums for Social Work
Nearly $6,000,000 was spent during 1946
for social work activities by 13 denominational boards affiliated with the Home Missions Council of North America. The Council represents 23 major Protestant denominations in the field of home missions.
Community centers represent almost onehalf of the 251 instituitions supported by
the boards. In addition to these, the boards
operate day schools, boarding schools, children's homes, and residences for retired
missionaries. Medical social work is conducted through hospitals and health centers.
More than 2,400 professional and maintenance workers are employed in the various
institutions.
Group Evangelism Stressed
Development of a new 'group evangelism" technique designed to accelerate the
work of Christian missions overseas, was
recommended in a special report presented
to the opening session of the 53rd annual
meeting of the Foreign Missions Conference
of North America.
Employment of the new technique, according to mission leaders attending the
four-day gathering, would mean a definite
breaking away from the traditional "oneby-one" conversion methods characteristic
of most Protestant mission work today.
Core of the "group evangelism" method,
the report explained, lies in reaching the
rulers of people, securing their adherence to
the tenets of Christianity and the resultant
adherence of their countrymen, and then
giving this "nominal impact" depth and
content by follow-up work of teaching missionaries.
Stressing the urgent need for Christian
evangelization today, the report warned
that men are losing faith in each other and
in all religious teaching.
"In countries which have escaped the actual sufferings of war, self-love and insistence upon personal gain and comfort without regard to the welfare of others seem to
be the prevailing moods."
"Crime and juvenile delinquency are
reaching unprecedented proportions. Man
has become possessed of the greatest destructive power in history and is fearful
lest he use it tp bring about the suicide of
civilization. There are actually more men,
women and children without Christ today
than there have ever been before in the
history of the world.
"In almost all countries where foreign
mission work is carried on. although the
rate of growth of the Christian community
is higher than the rate of growth of the
general population, the immensely greater
numbers in the general population mean
that there are more non-Christians today
than there were half a century ago."
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Liquor Indicted by Business Men
The American Business Men's Research
foundation, in its latest survey by direct
inquiry of the states' attorneys of the 3073
counties in the United States, brings fresh
evidence that liquor is today an outstanding
cause of crime, ranging from 50% to 95%
of actual cases brought before them.
Disinteresterd Worshipper
A minister told a hard-working woman
how glad he was to see her in church every
Sunday, and so attentive to his sermons.
'Yes," she replied, "it is such a rest after
a hard week's work to come to church and
just sit down and not to think about anything." (Any reference to persons living
or dead is purely coincidental).
Naz^renes Report over 200,000 Members
Kansas City, Mo.—The Church of the
Nazarene reports a net gain of 5,950 members to make a total of 201,487. A gain of
105 new churches makes a total of 3,258.
Contributions for all purposes in 1946
amounted to $16,589,009 or an increase of
1,818,702. Per capita giving amounted to
$82.33.
Best Defense — Be Positive
Protestantism cannot be strong if it
fights merely for the defense of religious
propositions, historical theological facts,
and evangelical traditions. Protestantism
is strong only as it is captivated by the
Spirit of Christ to give forth the gospel of
Christ that saves from sin, satisfies the
human heart, and brings freedom to all that
are oppressed.
The best way in which we can strengthen
our faith is not to major in attacking the
Roman Catholic Church, but to follow the
spirit of the reformers in having something
to proclaim.—Herald of Holiness, Church
of the Nazarene.
Churches Losing Raice With World of
Disbelief
The unchurched masses of earth are increasing 6,000,000 faster each year than all
the churches combined. That is to say,
from 1890 to 1935 the unchurched heathen
population of the world made a net gain of
270,000,000 over the gains of all churches
combined, or an average gain of 6,000,000
for this forty-five year period!
10,240,000 souls without Christ are dying
each year!
2,000,000 are being killed in battle every
year!
2,000,000 are being made prisoners of war
every year!
10,000,000 are starving to death every
year!
6,000,000 more are unchurched by the
churches every 'year!
Is it not time to start all over again to
win this broken, suffering world to Christ?
—Missionary Digest.
Billon for Religion but 3 Billions for
Smokes, 8 Billions for Drinks
Minneapolis, Minn.—Contributions by the
American Public to religion in 1945 scored
a new high by passing the $1,000,000,000
mark, but they amounted to only one-third
of the nation's bill for tobacco and oneeighth its outlay for alchoholic beverages.
This is the report of the family economics
bureau of the Northwestern National Life
Insurance Co., Minneapolis, on the basis of
official estimates made by the U. S. Department of Commerce.
First English Bible
The first English Bible printed in this
country was that printed by R. Aitken in
Philadelphia in 1782, with the approval and
recommendation of the Congress.

